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_________________________________________________________

Poetry

A poet is a nightingale, who sits in darkness and sings to cheer its own solitude with sweet
sounds.
—Percy Bysshe Shelley
The poetry of the earth is never dead.
—John Keats
Why should poetry have to make sense?
—Charlie Chaplin
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Two Poems
Harding Stedler
Hacker’s Hostage
The computer hacker
cast on me a curse.
Three hours of telephone promises
exploded at conversation’s end
when he told me
everything he had promised
was a lie.
He charged merchandise
to my credit card
and invaded my bank accounts.
He replaced my computer password
with his own, and I could not
get into my computer
to retrieve my messages.
Without checks and credit card,
I could no longer buy groceries
or pay my monthly rent.
I had no cash
for the collection plate at church.
His last words were a demonic threat:
“I will destroy you financially,”
he said, then burst into an evil laugh.
Currently, I am the hacker’s hostage.

Prisoner of My Cleanliness
How many attempts
and how many hours
would it take to set me free
from the tub
that would not let me out?
Never had I been a prisoner
of a bathtub before,
the night my legs and arms
quit and grew too weak for me
to escape the tub.
Ultimately, panic set in
when I realized I was a hostage
and plummeted repeatedly
into the tub half filled with water.
I panicked in fear
that I would have to spend
the night submerged.
No phone in the bathroom
to call for help.
All doors locked
prevented anyone
from coming to my rescue.
A slippery ceramic tub
said “no” to escape,
said “no” to any more baths.
I was at the mercy
of the bathwater
I had to drain from the tub,
then vault my way to freedom.
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“A Fundamental Truth” and Other Poems
Janice Witherspoon Neuleib

A Fundamental Truth
Mysteries and puzzles, mystics and believers
Stories and histories, myths and anecdotes
Here’s a story that moves me deeply:
A girl is born to parents who have promised
her to a witch in exchange for a bite of spinach.
The witch imprisons her in a tower.
Her hair grows long; the witch uses these tresses
to clamber to the prison bower.
A prince rides by, hears the request for entry,
and treats himself to the lush lady above.
The witch sees, climbs, clips, and casts out.
He loses his sight; the girl wanders off.
Twins ensue. He finds her, claims her tears,
regains sight, girl, and offspring.
The mystery and myth here?
Truth lies not in romance, not in love,
not in redemption.
Truth lies in suffering endured
and life restored. That’s all I
know or may ever hope to know.

On the Morning Crosstown Train
on the Way to Penn Station
The man,
ratty looking, a little pungent,
leant in close to me.
Me: “The AP reading will be
during Lil’s graduation.”
Sarah: “When?”
The Man: “My best friend’s
Mom was a cold-hearted
Ph.D. She skipped his
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graduation speech to
read AP English.
Me: “I’m that sort of coldhearted woman,” as I
slipped through the
clamping subway doors,
guilty, but
unlikely ever to reform.
His angry stare followed
us down the platform,
as we melted into the
frozen, ambitious
masses of New Yorkers,
all abandoning their loved ones
in a rush for the power and
the glory.

I’ve Never Been
lucky in love. The palm
reader explained
that it’s something
my ancestors did long ago.
The lines for head and heart
do not cross on my palms.
This ancient magic
ordained my solitary fate.
But I’ve been ever so lucky
in loving. I’ve loved deeply
six children, sweetly
twelve children, devotedly
158 doctoral students,
patiently thousands of learners
and readers, fondly
and committedly
one cat, one dog,
and scores upon scores
of others too many
here to number.

Josie Roth, “Gray Red Artic”
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Cathedrals Make Me Cry
My first experience of the numinous came when I first read Lassie Come Home. I was eight and
cried because the old man said, “That’s not my dog,” when he looked at Lassie’s scarred feet. I recently
told my friends Claire and Tom about that experience, and Claire quoted her mother as saying that one
does not become fully human until one feels with another. My awe at the old man’s love and generosity
still makes tears come to my eyes.
But the beautiful and the spiritual combined knock me completely off my intellectual pedestal. I
always travel with a Susan Howatch novel. This summer as I rocketed from one commitment to another,
I reread Mystical Paths. When I got to the passage where Nickolas drives over the hills to Starbridge and
sees the cathedral grow larger and larger each time it comes into view, my eyes again welled with tears.
These experiences come unexpected, during a hymn or a choral piece (dangerous to vocal performance)
in church or when reading a C. S. Lewis nonfiction work on a train.
After my first readings of the Starbridge series, I went to Salisbury and woke the first morning to
see the cathedral tower out my hotel window, then went to Sunday Pentecost service with the east light
pouring over the congregation. I loved it of course, but the surprise wasn’t there the way it had been
when reading Howatch’s description. The ingredients for the numinous are prima facie a mystery. I
don’t even like the song “What a Wonderful World,” but when our choir sang it at a dear friend’s
celebration of life service, I again felt the tears threatening to keep me from the last powerful high notes.
I wait patiently to be surprised by joy, not ever quite ready for it and never quite sure that I
deserve it, but always open and accepting when it comes.
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Irish Wilderness
C.D. Albin

A wilderness . . . is hereby recognized
as an area where the earth and its
community of life are untrammeled
by man, where man himself
is a visitor who does not remain.
The Wilderness Act of 1964

Their absence holds us in thrall, they who wed
Father Hogan’s dream to their own and so
purchased parcels of Missouri’s wild land
along the Eleven Point because they
could afford no better. We now burnish
tales of their vanishing into legend,
gaze upon the great second growth forest
that remains and shiver for newcomers
who dare enter, nodding to each other
when they lose their way and must be rescued
by locals on mountain ponies. We fail
to remember how our lank ancestors
cleared the first forest in a violence
of axes that echoed the war years when
bushwhackers lived to loot and burn, their paths
swaths of fire that sent entire towns into
exile, Irish pioneers suddenly
remade into refugees fleeing charred
homesteads and war-wild hearts of their neighbors.
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“So Many Ways to Lose One’s Way” and Other Poems
Mary Kennan Herbert

So Many Ways to Lose One’s Way
I could still pine for St. Louis as I have for a long time, time and again,
when I see old photos of horses at work, earning their keep like men
and women in the heat and cold, some young and some old,
caught by the camera on Kingshighway or Grand.
Pictures always catch my eye, showing some little thing, like a word
like KING and how we reject it from sign or cement. Always forward,
so erase it we must. Visual signs fade anyway, the grey horse of course
becomes grayer and grayer. His eyes cannot guide us to our past,
so sound effects may suffice. We can listen for signals of comfort,
a Chekhovian whuff into our hand. A Lowell clip-clop, calming us.
Pray for horses, they know the way home, in fog and rain, all the way
to Goodfellow and meadows that surely lie beyond.

So, Does a Concussion Ruin One’s Life?
“Do not retire!” the docs admonished me. Keep
moving and thinking. A neurologist peers into my eyes
and thinks about possible dreams for this elderly chick.
“Do not retire!” I want to buy into this. Sure. Leap
into the arms of volunteer work. Do not shirk
new guys offering jobs for any one, and, maybe a prize.
“Do not retire!” But if I cannot pitch, or hit a homer,
will there be a spot for me, on this team of heroes?
Can I recycle old skills to regain my number?
“Do not retire!” Wait, I am a teacher, not a fielder,
and when I fall onto the field, beaned by life or
whatever, I am not sure I’ll be ready for the game—
“Do not retire!”—if it were to be offered to me.
Doubt is a difficult pal. There must be some new
possibility, after my head heals, and I’m less lame.
Thus, we promise ourselves, and lie to ourselves,
as necessary to keep moving and thinking.
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So When Do We Know Love Will Return?
February is not a favorite month for many lonely souls
north of Newark. Lincoln’s birthday,
Washington’s too, are compressed into less than super bowls.
Stir in rumors of wars, and rumors of snow
north of Newark. Shoppers,
you need to stock up on bread and milk,
snow shovels and booze.
Freezing rain too? A blizzard watch?
Yet my agenda is to warm your heart.
Little kids love 99 cent hearts. Red, like a whistling cardinal
wins you points. Chocolate too.
Please, my agenda is to warm your heart. Anything
to distract you from dead presidents and
the weather forecast.
February is a short month. A nanosecond to spring.
While we wait, think of decades past, when Abe’s axe
provided fuel from silent forests, he and the trees kneedeep in snow. Trees and man merging
the strength we need for March.
Does love then arrive with the first thaw north of Newark?
People wait, and wait for news.
The cardinal’s cheerful whistling announces territory
and romance. In melting snow,
someone draws a heart.

So I Will Always Miss My Grandmother?
My feelings are duplicates of yours. No poem needed.
It’s the same old, same old grief. So I grieve. I miss looking
at her little ceramic dogs displayed in a glass cabinet. Nothing
can persuade her to give up her toy doggies. Not even me.
I am a grandma myself, trying to write a poem to impose order
on memory. Lucky you, maybe, if you do not remember
anything. Elders, move along. Nothing to see here. Why loiter
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in these mists of nostalgia, thinking about Momo and me?
But how about thought? Thinking is a good thing, exercise
while we watch the body fail. She works, wise,
knowing she must keep an eye on children, and the weather.
She started as a teacher, she and her sisters.*
I watch her in her baggy underwear, slowly dressing,
dealing with the day. Little pictures, tattered, linger.
She laboriously pulls on her orthopedic shoes to cradle her
bunions. I am a blank slate willing to log in stories
or any commands she might send my way. Fragments.
“Momo,” we call her, a frequent honorific for grandmas. She
alternates visits to see scattered grandchildren. I see her
coming to our door in December, walking through mounds
of Missouri snow. I jump up and down, calling her
“Mrs. Santa Claus!” Actually, it’s easy to please grandkids.
She has the secret. She shows up. She is there.
My feelings are duplicates of yours. No poem needed.
*My grandmother, born on a farm in West Tennessee, taught school before marrying a widower, helping
him to raise six kids while having five of her own. The family moved to St. Louis where my grandmother
eventually became employed as a “house mother” at The Missouri Baptist Children’s Home near St.
Louis. There she spent her final years, always surrounded by children who needed her attention and
affection.

Josie Roth, “Duke and Willie”
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“The Turn of Season” and Haiku
Lori Becherer

The Turn of Season
Spring bulges toward the horizon
the land not yet green
wherein a promise of life
lingers in the still and shallow
gray as the old man
with the calm gaze, walking
the perimeter of a sleeping garden
rake clutched in one hand,
cane in the other and with each
deliberate step, his earth older now
he tests the mellowness
of the slow winter melt
be it his once again
to toil the rich soil of
the renewed season
before the years swiftly fill
the cool echoes that cross from
spring to autumn,
in predictable cycles
of growth to harvest,
birth to death, time tended
in neat furrowed rows
planted and nurtured
a new season always rising

Five Haiku
early snow
on a late bloom
the weight of it

a mound of catmint
creeps across
kitty’s grave
leap year…
from the ivy
a rabbit

Sunday evening
still posed in prayer
dead mantis

winter thaw
the birdbath drips
with robins
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“Lemon Tree” and Other Poems
Gabrielle Copans

Lemon Tree
In Grandma Lucy’s garden
there was a lemon tree
— those lemons —
fierce yellow soothed
in green, pebbled rinds
soft enough for teeth to bite
straight to sweet pucker
— those lemons —
like candy
— those lemons —
like the gasp of
California summer
trickling down winter’s chin.

Grandpa
You tucked the covers around my chin
and teased me about the one-eyed shepherd
who snuck into children’s dreams
to steal their memories with his crook.
I had been wondering what happened
to my memories of cotton candy,
the pink clouds melting on my teeth,
how my tongue swished the sugar
into crevices along my tooth line,
as if storing the memories of standing
in the dry grass next to the carousal
with you, my small hand in yours,
choosing a horse to ride or an elephant,
a tiger, waiting to step into those moments
of being small enough to fit on the backs
of those creatures with you next to me,
and the creatures gliding up and down
as we turned and turned and turned,
winding up time like winding up
the string on your hand-carved Yo-Yo.
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Dining Room
As children, we were so hungry. Our mother cut prayers into bite-sized pieces and put the prayer pieces
on our tongues. We gnawed those prayers with our baby teeth. We three children sitting at the table, so
small our feet didn’t reach the floor. There our mother filled our stomachs with prayers—good, solid,
salty prayers. Hail Marys full of grace, Hallelujahs in the wild tongues of our Pentecostal father, prayers
of the missionary in some far-off jungle. The missionary’s family waiting back at home in a darkened
dining room, one lit candle, eyes closed, heads bent in the dreams of waiting.

Josie Roth, “Contained”
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Three Haiku From The Can
John J. Dunphy

protest rally
cop answers my haiku
with a blow

leaky roof
catching raindrops on my tongue
in the holding cell

cell wall
I draw a smiley face
with my blood

Josie Roth, “Sail”
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“Spring Hiking” and Other Haiku
John Zheng

Spring Hiking
1
taking the trail to lose myself in the woods—
this simple walk
2
overlook view: the Smoky Mountains
deepen into dusk
3
mountain moon on Clingmans Dome
a lonely hiker
4
sound sleep
missing the chance to see the sunrise
5
mountain creek
the sunshine swirls white through rocks
6
leaving the Smokies
a spray of dogwood waves by the road

Camping in the Smoky Mountains
1
camping night
the crickets
my companions
2
star-watching
the crickets’ chirpings
overlapping
3
crickets
here and there
sound of stars
4
wow, a shooting star
in the interval
of crickets
5
crack of dawn
cardinals louder
than crickets
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Reaction
autumn wind—
a squirrel scampers across the roof
...

Snapshots of the Sun
wavering sunlight—
a squirrel moving its tail on a limb
...
rotten twig—
a squirrel drops and runs back to the oak
...
thunderbolt—
a squirrel squatting on the lawn scoots away

1
morning breeze
the sun in a dewdrop
bouncing off
2
howling wind
on top of mountain pines
waves of sunshine
3
winter sun
outward on the iced pond
the slow thaw
4
sunrays through clouds
sound of a harp
from a window
5
stirred by wind
sunlight on a spider’s web
starts to slide
6
autumn sunrise
a dinghy drifts
to shore
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July in Hawaii
1
Hawaii tour—
tries huli huli chicken
by the bus stop

4
lunch in Chinatown—
my Korean friend orders
a dish of kim chee

2
hot noon
an old couple spoon-feeds each other
the Hawaii shave ice

5
empty street
a hobo asks for 50 cents
for a cup of soup

3
Safeway Market—
the watermelon
79c per pound

6
Manoa night
moon and drizzle overhead
at the same time
7
back to Mississippi
the Hawaii sun again
on my arms

Josie Roth, “Lady of the Sea”
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“sunny morning” and Other Poems
Donald W. Horstman
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Chicken Little

chicken little used to dazzle
until he lost his fiddle
and didn’t have a tune to play
the little dog laughed
not knowing what to say
while the cat came back
singing hey diddle diddle
from the middle of the fiddle
that was left somewhere quite obscure
the cow tripped over the moon
kicking up some stars that bounced
all around
scaring the mice
up the clock
attracting the cat
that in a single pounce
knocked it to the floor
scattering the chimes
in a terrible clatter
the little red hen pronounced all aflutter
I WILL NOT CLEAN UP THIS CLUTTER
chicken little didn’t know what was the matter
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wanting to be gratified
he surmised
generalized
and personified
declaring far and wide
the sky is falling
the sky is falling

*

the thing that never was

while out walking

down the street one day
i spied something interesting
what it was i couldn’t say
so i passed it by
continuing on my way
lost in thought about my enigmatic find
unable to concentrate
on the here and now
so i doubled back to satisfy my curiosity
where it was i couldn’t say
the thing i saw had gone away
leaving me perplexed and sad
knowing that i passed many things unnoticed
because of an obsession of something that never was
perhaps i’ll find it again
some bright and sunny say
saying
oh my
so that’s what it was
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Featured Poet
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Ben Moeller-Gaa

Ben Moeller-Gaa (1976- ) is a haiku poet whose first full-length collection of
poems, Wishbones, is forthcoming from Folded Word (2018). He is also the author of two haiku
chapbooks, the Pushcart-nominated Wasp Shadows (Folded Word, 2014) and Blowing on a Hot
Soup Spoon (poor metaphor design, 2014). A native of Belleville, Illinois, he graduated from the
Knox College Creative Writing Program, and his haiku, essays, and reviews have appeared in
over forty journals worldwide, including Acorn, Frogpond, Modern Haiku, December,
and World Haiku Review, as well as in several anthologies, including Haiku 21, A New
Resonance 9, and Red Moon Press’s annual “Best of English Language Haiku” for 2011-2015.
You can find more on Ben online at www.benmoellergaa.com.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(In his own words)
Poetry is a vocation. It is not an occupation. Because of this, it offers poets the opportunity to
be more truthful and honest with their work as they really have nothing to lose. Haiku and their
crazy cousin senryu are forms of poetry that really lend themselves well to the vocational
mindset. They give you permission to break out of the rush of paycheck making and really take
a look at what is going on around you. I can’t tell you how much more aware of my
surroundings I’ve become by engrossing myself in these forms. I am continually enriched by the
many moments my fellow poets are capturing in each new issue of a journal I pick up and am
amazed at how contemporary the old Japanese masters still are today. Reading them informs my
writing, and writing informs my reading, and this cycle is one I want to ride until the end of my
days. I hope these moments that follow here speak to you. You have permission to slow down
and consume them at will. Take what you need with you and leave behind what you don’t.
Above all, thank you for reading.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(Unpublished haiku)

lumbering through
the living room—the cat
and his fur
all i’ll ever know
thunderhead
on the prairie

afternoon stillness
the cat and i
scratch an ear

apple picking
the weight of the fall
in my hands

autumn stillness
the emptiness
of my chili bowl

autumn stillness
the sound of the cat
bathing

rummage sale
finding an old can
of New Coke

sasquatch photo—
the lie she lets me
keep

the day
taking shape—
winter wind
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wedding album
smiling at myself smiling
ten years ago

evening stillness
the spot where the cat
used to sit

sudden breeze
from the tree to my knee
ladybug

news of the war...
another round of shots
at the bar

going where it goes
the heron
and its shadow

letting go
of the conversation…
evening rain

pub crawl
feeling the fiddle in
the floorboards

afternoon stillness
watching a small life
end in a web

distant thunder
milky clouds converge
in my tea
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moon viewing
the eclipse eclipsed
by clouds

morning sun
stretching down the sidewalk
the line for donuts

forest path
i finish whistling
a passerby’s tune

morning rain
getting louder
the snoring cat

thunder snow
stuck inside
her story

columbus day
we map our way to
the indian restaurant

moving cinderblocks
a spider uncurls its legs
in the sun

winter wind
the stillness of cob webs
in the corner
the guitarist’s finger picking up my mood

snow melt…
the way she tells our
origin story
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from the crosswalk
to the courthouse flags
spring wind

spring breeze
i follow the bee
into lavender

atop the streetlight
a grackle replaces
another grackle

a cloud becoming
our old cat
becoming a cloud

old cat gone
a month now…
all this fur

looking up
through the leaves of the tree
another tree

winter wind
safe within these walls
a mouse

from the hammock
the sound of a cyclist
switching gears

pinching the screen
an old friend
gets closer
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switching out the light
a constellation glows
on the ceiling

late summer night
the pace of stars
and satellites

thickening fog
getting lost
in the argument

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(Published haiku)

evening heat
the rise and fall
of the fiddle bow

the heat
of her touch
bending spoons

rising through
the coal train’s clatter
cicadas

adding cream to the coffee
she makes her point
again

morning drizzle
the way they sway in the pine
bagworms
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sleepless night
the brittle buzz
of the lamplight

evening breeze
a dove calls
into it

awakening
before the alarm clock
the neighbor’s truck

getting bigger
the hole
in my story

evening rain the pull of breath through a trumpet

moon viewing
i am the oldest
kid

atop the telephone pole
a morning dove
keeps calling

before the storm
the thunder
of lawnmowers

afternoon stillness
at first a shadow
and then the butterfly

40,000 feet
counting the sheep
of strangers
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park bench
the passing shadows
of birds

twilight
a flock of starlings turning
turning back

precipice—
the white-on-white of
egret and cloud

from the curl of a blanket
the cat stretches into
a yawn

alone
without a pen
the language of birds

all afternoon
the purr of the cat
and rain

learning
another man’s tongue
the refugee

cold front
barstools filled
with coats

after the argument
bees in and out
of flowers
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still
amid the bending reeds
white egret

picking up
after the storm…
frog songs

dusk
the big fat cloud
splits in two

after the storm
the sameness
of the cricket’s song

the white
of the white koi
summer clouds

resting beneath
last year’s leaves
spring salamander

first crocus
letting go
of uncertainty

sleepless night...
taking in the volume
of the bookshelf

moonless night...
i no longer remember
her face
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page
after
page
a
snoring
cat

late summer sun
the lift of a frisbee
between friends

winter moon
passing through a crack
of an old grain silo

spring breeze—
following the moon
into morning

spring wind
the willow loosens
its limbs

still night...
one jet's journey
across the moon

Publishing Credits
“evening heat”: hedgerow 101 (2017)
“the heat”: hedgerow 101 (2017)
“rising through”: The New English Verse edited by Suzie Palmer (Cyberwit, 2017)
“adding cream to the coffee”: The New English Verse edited by Suzie Palmer (Cyberwit, 2017)
“morning drizzle”: The New English Verse edited by Suzie Palmer (Cyberwit, 2017)
“sleepless night”: The New English Verse edited by Suzie Palmer (Cyberwit, 2017)
“evening breeze”: hedgerow 119 (2017)
“awakening”: Failed Haiku 13 (2017)
“getting bigger”: tinywords 16.2 (2016)
“evening rain the pull of breath”: Sonic Boom 7 (2016)
“moon viewing”: Failed Haiku 11 (2016)
“atop the telephone pole”: The Bamboo Hut Autumn 2016
“before the storm”: The Bamboo Hut Autumn 2016
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“afternoon stillness”: Mystic Illuminations 3 (2016)
“40,00 feet”: Sonic Boom 6 (2016)
“park bench”: Shamrock 34 (2016)
“twilight: A Hundred Gourds 5.3 (2016)
“precipice—”: December 27.1 with WHITEBIRD from the Watershed Cairns project by artist Libby
Reuter & Photographer Joshua D. Rowan (2016)
“from the curl of a blanket”: Chrysanthemum 19 (2016)
“alone”: Heart Breaths: Book of Contemporary Haiku edited by Jean LeBlanc (Cyberwit, 2016)
“all afternoon”: hedgerow 64 (2016)
“learning”: Modern Haiku 47.1 (2016)
“cold front”: cattails January 2016
“after the argument”: Fri Haiku Nr 2 2015 / Nr 1 2016 (2016)
“still”: A Hundred Gourds 5:1 (2015)
“picking up”: Under the Basho 2015 ~ Stand-alone hokku (2015)
“the big fat cloud”: Chrysanthemum 18 (2015)
“after the storm”: Acorn 35 (2015)
“the white of the white koi”: Shamrock 32 (2015)
“resting beneath”: The Haiku Walk as part of the Open Air Art Museum in Holmes County, Ohio (2015)
“first crocus”: World Haiku Review June 2015 ~ Shintai Honorable Mention ~ (2015)
“sleepless night…”: zen space Spring 2015 Showcase (2015)
“moonless night...”: zen space Spring 2015 Showcase (2015)
“page”: A Hundred Gourds 4:2 (2015)
“last summer sun”: Frogpond 38:1 (2015)
“winter moon”: Shamrock 30 (2015)
“spring breeze—”: Under the Basho 2014 Issue
“spring wind”: cattails September 2014
“still night…”: A Hundred Gourds 3:4 (2014)

Josie Roth, “Spotted”
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“Roads” and Other Poems
Jim Barton

Roads
There are roads uncharted, rarely seen
by we whose eyes are only keen
to seek the easy and the sure,
shunning sidetrack and detour.
Clumsy, thoughtless creatures, we,
worshipping our Me-ity,
with scarce a nod to those that share
this ball of water, earth, and air.
Our lone desire—to get ahead,
to leave them crying when we’re dead;
and while we live, we’re running blind
with ne’er a glance at those behind
on roads uncharted, rarely seen,
in rivers deep, in forests green;
on thermal concourse, currents high
above the trees where snow geese fly;
on seabed where the lobsters dance,
leaving nothing there to chance,
traipsing trails their forbears trod
beneath the swarms of schooling cod
who follow in the ancient swales,
and swim the old roads like the whales—
their songs sent out beneath a sun
that warms the ground where white-tails run;
that rarely reaches jungle floor
where insects forage as before,
when Earth was fertile, calm, and green,
its roads uncharted, rarely seen.
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The Rejuvenating Effects of a Quarter-inch Snow in the South
It never snows much here
where winter is a mere hiccup
between fall and spring,
but when it does, when it really does,
the lame begin to dance,
the bedridden are healed.
The teachers waste their breath
on students who crane their necks
to stare out windows at the wonder
of duck feathers floating to earth,
piling one atop the other
so softly they muffle all sound,
so white and inviting, the poet stops writing,
the cop on the beat whistles and grins.
No one stays in, no one stays in.
And for one afternoon, the whole town
is young, children again, refusing to go in,
for here where the snow is rare,
tomorrow it may not be there,
and life will return to the norm,
though no one forgets the storm
which, years from now will be
cussed and discussed
as the blizzard of twenty-thirteen,
a real Texas norther the likes of which
few had ever seen.

The Stained Glass Window at St. Francis of the Rio Grande
I barely remember the priest
or the old woman who bowed
like a praying mantis on the smooth-worn wood
of the pew next to us.
I vaguely recall the exotic Latin litany
chanted with Mexican overtones
as my grandmother clutched my small hand
and led me through the standing,
the kneeling, the genuflection, the feeling
of worship in this mud-brick church
on the banks of a little dry creek bed in south Texas.
What I do remember, in detail,
was the small rectangle of brilliant color
that hung above the priest, above the altar,
above all of us, crowded into this chamber
like a hundred hearts beating life through its walls.
The one stained glass window within a hundred miles,
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brought up by a long-ago priest from Mexico City,
pictured Saint Francis, arms outstretched,
love in his big brown eyes,
as birds of all hue, all sizes and species
gathered around him on the ground, in the trees,
on his arms. The sunlight made his face glow
as if God Himself were preaching, using the friar’s voice.
I’ll never forget the amazement, the utter joy
I felt as I counted, counted, recounted
the birds, the colors, the blessings,
hypnotized by the beauty,
lost in the precious Word,
washed, like the birds, in His Light.

Unbroken
The ceiling fan turns slowly,
paddling summer air,
circling, ever circling
like the memories in his mind.
He swings in time to its creaking,
wishing she were here
beside him gently laughing,
shaking her long dark hair.
The ring she wore hangs rising,
falling with each of his breaths
on the chain she had bought him
for just that purpose
should she be the first to go.
On the porch rail, rings interlocking
where she used to set her glass—
sweet tea with lemon wedges.
He traces them with his finger,
and tears roll down, unbidden
as crickets chirp their serenades,
as tree frogs peep and thrum,
as fireflies flash like earthbound stars.
As the swollen moon climbs higher,
he begins to hum “their tune”,
knows the circle will never be broken,
by and by,
Lord, oh,
by and by.
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Wildflower
She never showed up
where you expected,
or even when.
She lived in her own world,
thinking she was free
like the wildflowers
blanketing the grasslands,
scaling the hillsides,
shadowing the woodland trails.
She was in love with ideas,
with dreams of ideas,
and she fancied herself as the wind,
now here, now there,
nowhere.
I scratched shallow furrows
into the topsoil
on her grave,
sprinkled wildflower seeds
and gently pressed them down,
blessing them with water,
and tears for our daughter.
Swirls of scarlet roses
and royal purple irises
stand watch by her side,
but it is the wildflowers,
fluttering in the fickle wind,
that whisper her name.

Josie Roth, “The Nature of Knowledge”
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Clouds
Roselyn Mathews

Sometimes on days like this
when my mind is calm and
my thoughts peaceful,
I like to study the clouds
that stretch out lazily
across the summer sky.
They stay in place for
long periods of time,
no movement wasted
on restless impulses.
On summer days such as this
I too stretch out lazily and
store up on energy for the
next season when things
might not be as calm;
when rain falls from
stratus clouds,
and fog confuses
my pensive mind.
On those less-kind days
I think back to the
fair-weather cumulus
clouds of summer
with their puffs of cotton
and heaps of mashed potatoes
piled high in the sky;
and I stay in place,
and wait
for better
days.

Josie Roth, “Friend or Foe”
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“Morning of White Butterflies” and Other Poems
Leslie Scheuler
Morning of White Butterflies
Snowcloud rises from late rose clutches,
pink fists opening against rude arcs of goldenrod.
Overgrow, the bushes say.
Then flutters of memory—
bleached-out trauma, blanched of flood, faded regret;
all in my chest as the shallowtails
catch in my wide-angled net.
Ungrasping crowd
of morning’s pure and lightness,
vanishes into waiting air.

Passage
The trains of this country run on time.
As we screech stop at a village station,
my son and I check the minute—
he, on his phone, and me, my watch.
As a few alight, replacements embark:
locals with sturdy bikes, tourists
with big luggage. Doors open
then close, off to the next stop.
I’ve planned this trip for 10 years—
through the dissolution of marriage, guilt,
downsizing, two trips to the ER, the loss of livelihood.
With earnings from a rebounded career,
I bought us first-class tickets
from Munich to Florence. And now,
side by side, we approach the Alps,
requesting their permission to enter
as the world passes behind plate glass.
My empty cup of cappuccino rests
in a white saucer on a silver tray, sticky drips
of steamed milk drying on the sides.
Porcelain softly rattles on steel.
As we’re pulled across the Italian border,
the red roofs of Bavaria give way
to the faded colors of farmhouses and villas,
sun-dusk pink, dusted lime and melon.
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The hillsides tumble in order.
Well-terraced vineyards climb;
groves of olive trees wait to give fruit.
My son is 15; this, his first sojourn abroad.
His head rests peacefully against the glass,
white earbuds in, his snoring apace
with the train’s rhythm.
My heart speeds—from sugar, caffeine,
the pleasure of rootlessness,
the anticipation of filling our lungs
with newer air.

Ridge Top
The hills of Tennessee welcome us back—
farm houses with crumbling stone walls
that divide the meadows into fields.
The cheepering of creepers
ring from tree to tree.
Chuggings of chickadees follow.
My son is with his teacher, a master fiddler.
They softly laugh as he tries the solo again—
no notes on a page to guide him.
This music, whose structures emerged, then passed down,
with rules that were bent and played around.
Tunes relayed from one set of strings to the next,
Criss-crossing rivers and green-colored borders—
the music of the hills.
A crow caws and flies to the north.
A tree falls on the ridge, splitting and crashing,
a thud on the land. The hillside still drab with naked trees,
but blushes of purple are budding, calling the woods to awake.
Carpets of wildflowers will follow.
Music—the sounds of the ridge, the calls of these birds;
the language a teacher instills in her student.
My son basks in the light of his teacher’s attention,
clings to every lick she plays, thinking,
“I want to do that just as she says.
I want to make her happy.”
Music—the sound of the spheres, the language universal,
that keeps the atoms circling their center,
the strings of our still-beating hearts.
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The Tetranella: A Brief Introduction and Examples
James Maxfield

Writing poetry with the use of fixed forms dominated all fashions of poetry writing at least until
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Arguably, we can trace the development of free verse poetry to the
French Symbolist poets who greatly influenced a number of British and American poets at the turn of the
century. But our great American poet, Robert Frost, was not among the poets to embrace free verse,
which he often compared to playing tennis without a net. Poets who constrain themselves by writing
within a fixed poetic form or structure often find the structure is not a limitation to creativity, but rather,
fashioning a poem to fit the structure often generates unexpected surprises of word play and meaning that
probably would have gone undiscovered if writing in unrestrained free verse.
The Tetranella form used for the following two poems is a new form invented during the winter
of 1997 with the poem "Rendering of a Lady." From an impromptu crayon sketch of a fashionable
woman made by Diane Bond, an artist cousin, to entertain the younger children at a Christmas gathering,
James Maxfield retrieved the drawing from the garbage because he thought it was interesting and it “said”
something to him. After thinking about the drawing and the idea for a poem, he decided to create a new
poetic form to give a voice to the drawing. The other poem shown here is more recent Tetranella he has
written.
To create the Tetranella form, the poet borrowed one or more elements or ideas from several
other poetic forms: the sestina, the villanelle, and the pantoum and added some additional features of his
own to complete the form rules.
The form is conventionally structured as follows:







It is an 18-line poem.
No end-rhyme pattern is used; but internal rhyme is not restricted.
The title can be the first line or a separate title is permitted.
The first line of the 18 lines can be any number of syllables.
The last line must repeat the first line (with some playful variations of the words permitted) but it
must use the same number of syllables as the first line.
There must be 4 stanzas of 4 lines of differing length, each framed between the first line and the
(repeated) last line as follows:

Stanza one has syllabic line lengths of 10, 12, 6, and 8 syllables respectively. Stanza two should be 12, 6,
8, 10 syllables for its lines in that order. (In other words, the number of syllables of the first line of each
stanza is rotated down to become the number of syllables of the last line of the subsequent stanza.)
Stanza three should be 6, 8, 10, and 12 syllables. Stanza four should be 8, 10, 12, and 6 syllables.
Note that the 8-syllable line in stanza one is repeated word for word in each subsequent
stanza. You will note that because of the specific alternating movement of line lengths in subsequent
stanzas, this 8-syllable line moves up in position in each subsequent stanza and functions as a thematic
anchor or internal commentary on the poem’s theme. Generally, the poem should have a logical or
emotional progression, but let personal taste and purpose guide you in all other respects except as noted
above.
The Tetranella form seems to allow ample room for creativity and variation with its given
restrictions of form to yield delightful poems. When writing a poem with a form that uses some form of
repetition, it is often helpful to select those words or phrases carefully first. When writing a Tetranella,
this poet generally writes the 8-syllable repeating line and the first and last lines first before filling in the
rest of the poetic structure.
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Sepulcher 1
Among granite walls, flowers alongside
pushing skyward beyond horizons blue,
in plain sight before a stand of trees skirting
boundaries . . . days and nights,
a beating heart, a clasping hand
remains there still . . . one that I once knew well and strong,
without words . . . too soon gone
that beating heart; clasped in my hand:
that pale, tender wrist—fair, slender fingers
entwined in sunlit days;
this beating heart clasped by your hands
holds fast, remembering the sweet, lissome
figure gracing whatever it cared to look on—
your beating heart and clasping hand
strain to stretch beyond this small universe,
stranger than the wraith-like reflections where serene,
shimmering shadows play
along granite walls, among the flowers.
Tetranella No. 9
From: Climbing Mt. Cynthus
Waikaloa Beach area, Hawaii
October 5-10, 2016
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Tetranella No. 1
Rendering of a Lady
A mirrored voice is here,
still she caught my eye, whose curvaceous looks
seem to carry her likeness across the page, like
she might just walk straight out—
it almost seems she will not speak.
Her flowering image stops at the edge, Erté-like
looks out into our world—
it almost seems she will not speak,
as if from a different place or time.
Her sanguine, thintight lips—
it almost seems she will not speak
but to reveal a background stark, engrained
with draped shoulder, collars wide-high, green felt chapeau—
it almost seems she will not speak.
Her neck—tightkerchiefed, hooped lobes, diamond eyes,
and her long gaze could draw a likeness still
I don’t even know her,
yet her mirrored voice is here.

Josie Roth, “Forlorn”
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“On Doing the Laundry” and Other Poems
Terrie Jacks
On Doing the Laundry
laundry anthology
the movies, books, news, and carnival
rides of the dirt and grime machines

wash cycle
carnival ride
whirl-‘n-slosh

laundry reading
mystery of the
lost socks

laundry hamper
container
most foul

clothesline news report
some unmentionable
disclosers

the washer’s
twirl-a-wheel
spin cycle

laundry enigma
how to fold
a fitted sheet

laundry soap
the huntress
of soil and grime

washer’s song
churning of the
sleeves

laundry basket
auxiliary
storage bin

laundry comedy
hang-ups of a
bulky sweatshirt

dryer
dehydrating
tumbler

dryer sci-fi
the incredible shrinking
machine

lint filter
fuzz
trapper
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A Headful of Knowledge
Tucked in my head
Sprinkled with dust
over in a corner
a wee bit of stuff
and more stuff
hides away,
along with a butterfly
and moth.
Every so often stuff escapes
and people think, “Wow,
not just a handsome face,
but a headful of knowledge.”
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My Three Ladies
One Saturday morning
I did sit and draw
these three ladies
that make me guffaw.
Look at the stooped lady,
the one on the right,
sorry my dear
you’re a brawny sight.
In need of an assist
you walk with a cane,
have gawky shoes
for hobbling the lane.
There’s a beard on your chin
in need of a trim
and your legs are spindles
your skirt is slim.
The one in the middle
isn’t too bad,
except for her arms
and huge shoulder pads.

So, sorry dearie,
about your lower face
my pen slipped
and I couldn’t erase.
As for the lady
on the left side,
she was in a brawl,
she has a black eye.
Purses and canes
and clunky shoes,
their only good feature
is their wavy hairdos.
So that Saturday morning
when the sky was blue
I sat with my pen
and doodled this crew.
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“Wild Swans Show the Way” and Other Poems
Pat Durmon
Wild Swans Show the Way
When a thunderstorm disturbs my sleep
and sadness spreads inside me,
I open my eyes and wonder
if there’s a way to not drag
yesterdays, wars, worries
into tomorrow.
I lie quiet, recalling the wild swans.
My eyes see, but I cannot comprehend—
necks, necks and more necks.
I mentally settle among them
as they glide, skim, swim, wing
their way from joy to joy to joy.
Soon, before the February moon swells full,
they will begin their flight north.
I know them and look close for a hint of worry.
None. Instead, they circle overhead
and blow trumpets as if euphoric
about going home.
They live with anticipation and bliss.
I clad myself in white wildness
and sit still on a placid pond,
head tucked.
My eyes close, I breathe,
a cease-fire comes.

He Tells the Story While It Is Raw
Holding the receiver to his ear,
he tells a son two states away
what happened to the dog
and how no one is to blame.
I watch him as he closes his eyes,
listening hard for the response.
Silent, he drops his head
like a tired tulip, coughs a little.
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The Blind Cow with a Good Bag
That’s how the farmer described her.
Strange kind of fame.
I regretted not bringing my camera
when the blind cow left her calf
like an Amazon warrior
dawning from the midst of a herd
under the great shade of an old tree.
She came on bold, upholding
a strong light.
No dullness in her—
unhesitant, solid, black, sleek, noble.
Her right eye, the color of sky,
had no sight.
She depended on the left one
to not fumble, not blunder.
It was enough.
Gracious and decisive, the cow
strutted her good bag
as others lagged behind.
She was enthralling
like the stately Queen Anne lace
along the path.
Nothing seemed
to belong here more than
the blind cow with a good bag.

Josie Roth, “Incognito”
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“so this Christmas” and Other Tanka
Cindy Tebo
so this Christmas
overcast and rainy
I stay close to the fire
holding onto your words
a little longer

traveling at different speeds
the train’s hurry
against
the lingering summer
of a Kansas field

muted tv
the silent bats
of baseball players
we miss hearing dad
call the strike zone

like a raven
she is surrounded by myths
and those once-in-a-while clouds
that take away
her shadows

you are tempered
like the oven
with its two seasons:
the warmth of your smile
and the coldness of your departure

stone towers protected
by their remoteness
every now and then
we find something
that outlasts our heartache

the flowered cat
in its new home
her eyes catch
the same sunlight
you had while you were painting

a woman woven
into the sandstone
of Canyon de Chelly
tears of rain evaporate
before they ever touch her face
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“Mud Fight” and Other Poems
Emma Kirksey
Mud Fight
Happiness when you are six—
a river bed squishy with mud
miniature fingers adept at scooping
and an unsuspecting little brother

Killing Time
nothing
is more terrifying
than the
ticking hand
slicing
counting
beheading
arbitrary
seconds
slipping
falling
gone

In Winter
a positive correlation exists
between the lethargic motions
of airborne molecules
and the severity of my shivers
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“Moon Glow” and Other Poems
Marcel Toussaint

Moon Glow
Oh, Moon, it is midnight
come over the sky
I am in bed writing
with my moon roof wide open.
The stars are there blinking
flirting with each other
your midnight glow
will let me dream awake.
As if a bird I will fly out
to meet you wherever you are,
let your light show me the way,
I will dance of joy and play.
Oh, Moon, it is midnight
come over the sky
I will give up everything
if you come over for the night.

A Day Unfold
I love the awaking of the day
when the cool of the night freshened the flowers.
I love to see the beads of lingering dew
that kept the air crisp and moist.
I love the suspense waiting for the sun rising slowly
in the distant horizon, full orange and stately.
I love just to see the start of a day unfold,
promising warmth and sunlight.
I love getting up early ready to live another day
for to miss such beauty is unthinkable.
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Clear to the Deep
A day after a rain, light clouds too weak
for more, the azure blue as a canopy,
the water crystal clear to the deep,
the shoreline of trees across the way,
dreams invade the mind, making me
wonder what to do next.
Take a trip away from here when most
people will want to be right here…
Is it really better over the fence?

Three Trees in the Garden
This is a spring of green leaves,
the fresh and healthy cover
that gives the garden the shade
we like to go under when the rays
from the sun become overbearing,
when the cool breeze flows low,
on the ground to freshen the air.
The three impressive trunks have grown high;
they are a team, passing the rooftops
so that you need to lean back to see
their reach into the sky.
Their dominance and majesty
reign over the foliage of less impetuous
growth living protected, under.
The three trees have their trunks bare,
their leaves scattered at the very top
daring the sun to get through,
letting only a few rays reach down
through a shadow that resists
this intrusion with no consenting welcome
into a domain of coolness and calm.
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“Poised for Progress” and “Schoolday Docket”
Raymond Kirk

Poised for Progress
I am open to civility
hand ready for the shake
tired of those spider fangs
and rattle of the snake.
I don’t need any apathy
or looks the other way
I want the consequence
of not accepting gray.
Contrast is much better
than sheltering of lies
show there is dignity left
without veil of disguise.
We do not have to submit
nor turn tale and flee
for the sake of argument
I am ready to agree.

Schoolday Docket
This run of the mill
has reduced me to meal
to the point where
my oat no longer matters.
My load will overwhelm
and consume my semester
with visions of sugarplums
and making no sense.
Pages will turn with infamy
each receiving a smear tactic
before being forced to consume
another morsel of knowledge.
I know the end is near
that still does not give solace
while in pursuit of that degree
that proves, I, are smarter.
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“runny mead castle” and “whispering pines”
Carol Sue Horstman
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“Getting Caught” and “Katabasis”
Frank Anthony Priest
Getting Caught
Soft. I remember breath, sweet. Then fear.
Hell-fire storming from my father’s mouth,
through my ears, the pounding of his fist,
the long ride home. Dreams from the back seat
of her lip-glossed kiss, being called down
from that pew, the tail-end blistering
I would soon get at home. As we neared
the bridge, I saw men with lines strung out
along the bank. I realized they'd missed
church—the spirit, the warm juice and bread.
I had one wish: to be lost in that crowd,
a sun bent fisherman…or a fish.

Katabasis
The last hard freeze and two weeks of spring
have come since you’ve been gone. Spreading out
over the bank, blood-drop red on white,
dogwoods lift their arms, forgive what ought
to be forgiven—a whippoorwill’s
lonely call, the half-remembered sprawl
of evergreens stealing winter’s music.
I have come to walk along the bridge,
to believe in whatever god must
lie below. The bright, mirrored sky breaks
as sunfish rise to breathe, our worlds yoked
together, and still no sign of you.
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Select Poems from MBU’s FA-16 Creative Writing I
(Poetry and Fiction) Class
Poems by Abigail Crain
See You Later
(Free verse)
Another gravesite, another ending—
someone gone too soon for us.
The rawness of the moment
stands in contrast to the sound
of the ice cream truck
driving around a neighborhood nearby.
The chill in the air and my heart
screams “no” in response;
this moment is too cold for
incessant nursery rhymes and reminiscing happier days.
Then my soul is reminded
that it is not yet winter for everyone,
and summers will come;
life will go on;
grass will grow on the grave;
and standing over it will one day
bring other tears—not of sorrow,
but hope, knowing we did not say “goodbye” but “see you later.”

Postcard Memory
(Ekphrastic)
Some pictures are worth a thousand words,
but how does one put a value
on an image that bears a memory?
An Irish postcard is magnetized to my mini fridge.
It shows a cerulean lake, a misty mountain, a cloud-puffed sky.
Tiny islands that house red deer hold the foreground,
their verdant trees begging to be captured in a sketch or photograph.
This un-mailed card boasts not the most eye-catching view,
but I soaked in its reality while sitting atop an Irish horse;
and when I am too old to walk,
I will sit and look at this physical reminder of the biggest adventure of my life.
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(Tanka)
As the last petal
fluttered down before my eyes,
I witnessed an end;
grasping a difficult breath,
my last words—“He loves me not.”

Call of the Wandering Soul
(Free-style sonnet)
There was a time I called it home
but now it’s just a place I visit rare
of course the mem’ries I hold are not gone
but my heart is scattered ’round here and there
At times I dream of travels and days past
I was free to roam and explore at will
now these buildings and confines seem to last
so I long for planes, trains, and rolling hills
To speak of my journeys is to bare all
not just my being was there, but my soul
I cannot translate well the exact call
but I know, when I answer, I am whole
To speak of my journeys is to bare all
I long for the time I next hear the call

Poems by Anna Hughes
The Road in My Way
(Ekphrastic)
In this picture there is a road before me
winding far, stretching my bones thin
one so long, I have not yet seen.
The sky is bright but my heart says otherwise
my mind quakes, body trembles
with thoughts of yesterday and
counting the cost of the shadow of who I’ve become.
what a dreary road in my way
i am a slave to this road
Time is her name and I am chained to her power.
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(Cinquain)
rain falls
outside windows
inside the fire pops
I sip cocoa and dream of home
“crack, pop”

(Cherita)
Water rushes past,
my ears beat like drums inside.
Nothing can save me now,
where is the sun,
where are the clouds?
Only darkness I see.

Poems by Cragon McBride
The Great Distraction
(Etheree)
Time
is but
a construct
of nervous men
who fear the great sleep.
They obsess over it
and before long, it’s too late.
Their mortality beckons them.
If only they were not so worried,
maybe they could have had a chance to live.

(Cherita)
Island Pond
ring around the grass
infinite waves from heaven’s breath
the whisper through your hair
like a secret designed for my ears
forever the film plays in my head
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(Haiku)
scars on the oak tree
the names of star-crossed lovers
their love still lingers

Poems by Crystal Zamarripa
(Cherita)
Standing on the edge of the world,
Thunder rolls, bright light illuminates
Where earth and sky meet, time stands still.
Eyes closed, basking in the beauty
At last I understand
Why they call this Canyon Grand.

(Tanka)
Along the shore
Dozens of tiny hands
Hard at work building
Their sand castles, in anguish,
When the waves wash it away
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(Haiku)
Reflecting Starlight—
gentle waves cleansing away
all human trace

Life Goes on
(A cento)
When life hits me out of nowhere
And there are storms I cannot weather
When things get tough
And I need to find my escape,
I walk alone at night
There, out in the darkness
I find my soul revival
Every heartache will fade away,
Just like every storm runs out of rain
Credits:
“Just be Held” by Casting Crowns;
“I Dreamed a Dream” from the musical Les
Miserables;
“Smoke Break” by Carrie Underwood;
“My Church” by Maren Morris;
“On My Own” from the musical Les Miserables;
“Counting Stars” from the musical Les
Miserables;
“Every Storm (Runs out of Rain)” by Gary
Allen.

Josie Roth, “Bernetta”
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Chinese Poems by King Yeonsan of Korea’s Joseon Dynasty:
Wujue (5-character poems) and Qijue (7-character poems)
Translated and introduced by John J. Han

Twin dragons that symbolize the king’s mandate. Except for the Mangwon Pavilion image, all
photos were taken by the translator at the Yeonsan Tomb Complex, Banghak-dong, Dobong-gu,
Seoul, South Korea, 24 May 2017.
A brief introduction:
Yeonsan (1476-1506) was the tenth king of the Joseon Dynasty, Korea’s last royal regime that
began in 1392 and ended in 1910. Successor to King Seongjong (1457-94), Yeonsan was on the throne
for twelve years (1494-1506). A notoriously tyrannical and decadent ruler, he was deposed in a coup
d'état and was replaced by King Jungjong (1506-44), his half-brother.
After the dethronement, Yeonsan was banished to Ganghwa Island, where he died two months
later. Officially his death was caused by malaria and carbuncles, but some historians speculate that he
was fatally poisoned by his political opponents. After the revolution, Yeonsan’s wife, Queen Shin (14721537), became Deposed Queen Shin, but her life was spared. In addition to Queen Shin, who bore him
two sons and one daughter, Yeonsan had three wives, each of whom bore him a son. After the deposition,
Yeonsan and Shin’s two sons were exiled and soon executed by poison.
Despite his notoriety as “the mad king,” Yeonsan was an excellent poet with a sensitive soul.
Indeed, among the twenty-six Joseon monarchs, he was the most prolific poet. He composed classical
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Chinese poems (한시 in Korean, 漢詩 in Chinese; pronounced hanshi), which were considered more
elegant and erudite than their Korean counterparts. Eight days after Yeonsan’s dethronement, courtiers
suggested to the new king that all of Yeonsan’s writings, including his collected poems, be destroyed.
The king approved of such a measure, and all of Yeonsan’s writings were burnt except for 125 poems in
The Annals of the Joseon Dynasty. The poems selected for translation for Cantos originally come from
the Annals.
Thematically, his poems cover a variety of topics. Many of the king’s work can be classified as
didactic political poems in which he upholds the Confucian virtues of officials’ loyalty to the king and the
king’s duty to rule with wisdom. In line with the Asian tradition of nature poetry, he also portrays the
beauty of the natural world and seasonal changes in much of his poetry; some nature poems simply
describe the natural world, while in others the natural world serves as a tool for conveying his deeply held
feelings. Additionally, he wrote a number of poems about love and romance; some of them are exultant,
while others are melancholy. Considering that he was a young man with the utmost earthly power within
his kingdom, it is not surprising to find amorous poems in his oeuvre. Finally, a substantial number of
Yeonsan poems are about loss, grief, and bereavement. The fact that his mother had been executed as the
victim of a political power struggle during his babyhood, the loss of his favorite courtesans, and his
impending loss of power all provided a poetic forum for him.
As part of royalty, Yeonsan received an education steeped in classical Chinese learning, which
included Confucian and Daoist philosophies. In addition to reading (and memorizing) texts of ancient
sages, poetry writing also constituted an important part of a literary education. (Ancient Chinese texts and
poetry writing were required of not only royalty but also scholar-officials in premodern Korea.) In his
childhood and adolescence, Yeonsan must have studied various forms of Chinese poetry, such as jueju
(Chinese: 絕句, the Chinese quatrain, which is further divided into the five-character quatrain and the
seven-character quatrain), heptasyllabic regulated poetry (Chinese: 七言律詩), and pentasyllabic regulated
poetry (Chinese: 五言律詩), all of which are used in his verse writing. Almost all of his Chinese poems,
however, are either a five-character quatrain or a seven-character quatrain. As in other traditional East
Asian verses, his poetry is characterized by Confucian didacticism, a Daoist reverence for nature, and a
Buddhist awareness of the transitory nature of life. His poems unmistakably carry a hortatory tone,
reflect the profound sensitivity to natural beauty, and reflect the emptiness he must have felt as someone
who grew up without a biological mother.

Poems:
Who Shall Come to the Rescue in the Day of Trouble?
When the king asked some of his high-level courtiers what his poem meant, they answered that
the first part praises beautiful scenery and that the second part warns against some ministers. In
reality, the two parts seem to express two different ideas which should not be in the same poem.
Of course, the courtiers in attendance did not dare offer any negative response to the tyrannical
king’s verse.
Even beautiful scenes during the four seasons
cannot compare with a time of leisure.
I shall go to the cozy pavilion
and view the bright autumn moon.
Do not delight in crossing the windy river
against the currents.
Who will rescue you from imminent danger
when the boat capsizes?
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四時佳景不如遊, 須賞幽臺朗月秋。
莫好風江乘浪渡, 飜舟當急救人誰。

*
Treacherous Courtiers Condemned
This poem reflects the king’s displeasure at some ministers who opposed his decision to execute
many innocent people in the court.
Harboring evil intentions, treacherous courtiers
pretend to be loyal to the king.
Indeed, they disdain him, sneering at him
as if he were a puppet on their palms.
In the royal court, they deplore evil practices,
yet, fearing ostracization from their peers,
they secretly protect each other,
giving rise to false and evil ways.
姦人抱惡似眞忠, 輕傲時王弄掌中。
朝恨弊端還畏擊, 爭圖相救起頑風。

*
Craving Loyal Courtiers
Addressed to a group of high officials, the following poem explains why the king had given a
long, cumbersome talk at a singing party the day before.
As I face all of you, dear courtiers,
my need for your service intensifies.
Peacefulness is the prime goal
of national governance.
Under cover of my drunkenness,
I said many words,
but they were designed to elicit
loyalty from all of you.
對卿心欲輔, 治國意留平。
感醉言多放, 深思得忠誠。

*
Nighttime at the Red Pavilion
In this spring poem, the king praises the beauty of a royal garden and the purifying nature of
music.
Flowers in splendor at a spacious garden—
what a fabulous sight!
They exude a sweet fragrance and spring colors.
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In this nighttime red pavilion, the moon shines bright,
the wind blows soft.
Who can resist music which cleanses the soul
of all impure elements?
閬苑尋芳賞物華, 潤香春色暗添花。
月明風暖紅樓夜, 何却笙歌滌穢邪。

*
Viewing Spring Blossoms
After composing the following poem, the king asked the courtier Han Sun to write a response
poem.
All over the garden
are flowers blossoming verdantly,
and red leaves turn green
in the balmy breeze.
With whom shall I discuss
the pleasing scenery and the kingdom’s peace?
I shall do that along with
a beautiful, coquettish woman.
芳園無處不濃華, 紅葉牽風襯綠多。
佳景昇平誰與語, 徒憑嬌艶賞春和。

*
After killing Kim Cheo-seon, a eunuch
Kim Cheo-seon (김처선 / 金處善, ?-1505) was a courageous eunuch who publicly
reprimanded the king for his lewdness. In moments of uncontrollable anger, the king shot him
with an arrow. When Kim’s rebuke continued, the king killed him with a sword by cutting off his
legs and then off his tongue. The following poem was written two days after the incident.
They say that my cruelty
against people has no bounds,
yet never I have imagined
that a sly eunuch could block
a royal carriage.
The shame and anger
he impudently provoked in me shall linger
even after they are washed with sea water.
殘薄臨民莫類予, 那思姦閹犯鸞輿。
羞牽痛極多情緖, 欲滌滄浪恨有餘。

*
After Executing Half-Brothers
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Prince Hang and Prince Bong were sons of Noblewoman Jeong, one of the favorite concubines
of Yeonsan’s father, King Seongjong. Along with Noblewoman Eom, another favorite concubine
of Seongjong, she was in enmity with Yeonsan’s mother, who was Seongjong’s wife. After the
infamous incident of nail scratch marks Yeonsan’s mother left on the king’s face, she was
banished for spousal jealousy, a vice for married women in Confucian culture. On her part,
Yeonsan’s mother believed that Jeong and Eom were plotting to harm her son, the baby
Yeonsan. After he took power, King Yeonsan waited for an opportunity to avenge his mother’s
unjust disgrace and death. During the Second Literati Purge of 1504, Yeonsan ordered Hang
and Bong, his half-brothers, to club two so-called convicted women brought within bags—
Noblewomen Jeong and Eom—to death. One of the half-brothers struck the women without
knowing their identities. Knowing one of the women was his mother, the other half-brother did
not participate in the beatings. Enraged, King Yeonsan himself took the club and beat the
women to death. After their deaths, the king ordered that their bodies be torn to pieces, be made
into pickled fish, and then be thrown in the mountains and rivers. Meanwhile, Hang and Bong
were banished to an island, and a year later, they were also executed by Yeonsan’s order. The
king also ordered that Hang’s and Bong’s wives should be convicted as well. The following
poem was written after the execution of his two half-brothers.
The vices of Hang and Bong filled heaven,
caused chaos in the royal court,
so that they deserve no sympathy
whatsoever.
Their crafty wives will devise
an evil plot to undo justice.
Mindful of the dictates of law,
do not delay their punishments,
not even a second.
㤚,㦀兇惡貫盈天, 亂繫宗枋寸不憐。
犯妾勿疑憸黨誑, 深思明法莫留延。

*
The Loveliness of the Moon
In this poem, the king portrays his sleeplessness and the comfort he receives from the bright
moon.
My sleep is further disturbed
by crickets that chirp in the predawn.
My sorrow increases
when wild geese cry at nighttime.
But nothing can compare with the moon
shining brightly over my pavilion.
When I lean against a pavilion’s rail,
my body seems transported
to the pavilion of the moon.
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蛩吟涼曉添寒睡, 雁叫淸宵起暗愁,
最好高臺桐月淡, 却擬身倚廣寒樓。

*
The Futility of Earthly Glory
Written a year before his dethronement, this poem reveals a sense of emptiness King Yeonsan
must have felt as signs of rebellion against his rule became increasingly evident. As he often did
after composing verse, Yeonsan asked his courtiers to respond to his poem. Their response is
unknown.
The way of this world proves to be
more mysterious than the world beyond the clouds.
Pondering human affairs proves to be
like a dream.
An attachment to glorious deeds and fame
bears nothing but futility.
They cannot stand comparison with being drunk
for a long time and viewing flowers.
深推物理勝雲空, 暗度人間似夢中。
謾糾功名徒誕妄, 不如長醉賞群紅。

*
Upholding Filial Piety
Written for the Royal Secretariats, the following poem promotes the virtue of filial piety—a
Confucian, Buddhist, and Daoist virtue of respect and reverence for one’s parents.
Amidst rain, the breeze
is peaceful and warm.
Fragrant peach and plum flowers
turn on the charm.
By necessity, some of you Royal Secretariats
have old parents at home.
Make their day happier at this time
of blossoming flowers.
雨中風色政和寬, 爛香桃李春媚山。
銀臺必有慈親老, 趁取花時可奉歡。

*
Upon Receiving Cool Grapes
A cluster of grapes ripened in the garden of the Office of the Royal Secretariat. The courtiers of
the Office took them, placed them amidst ice on a tray, and presented them to the king. Pleased
with their thoughtfulness, the king composed the following poem, read it aloud, and said,
“Poetry is meant to deliver a meaning, so I composed it despite its lack of elegance. Do you
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think it has any literary merit?” In response, the courtiers said, “The special poem from the
heavenly seat is lofty in its meaning and beautiful in its style. We courtiers are extremely
overwhelmed by the illustriousness of your poem.”
Blue grapes placed among ice cubes
look so sweet and cool.
What a pleasure to witness your
unchanging sincerity!
They will not only mitigate a severe case
of alcohol poisoning but also heal
the sick liver.
氷盤濃碧味甛寒, 自喜誠心賴舊完。
不啻可消沈酒毒, 應和病胃與傷肝。

*
Spring Splendor
The poem below praises the beauty of springtime.
Spring colors that fill the garden
sparkle under sunlight.
A flowery breeze flutters the edge
of its newly debuted skirt.
Splendid are dark green and
light pink colors.
Which pure soul has brought here
the fragrance of dew?
滿苑春色爛艶陽, 芳風和拂麗新粧。
濃綠嫩紅繁華地, 誰奉淸狂竊露香。

*
Warning against Insubordination
The king gave the Royal Secretariats the poem below with an order to submit responsive poems.
Constantly resist the pride that rises
from the depths of your heart.
Deeply consider the favor that descends
from the king.
Those who disobey his orders and admonitions
shall hardly avoid thunderous wrath.
勉刦中懷慢, 深思寵對恢。
若違凡命訓, 難避迅威雷。

*
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Presenting Watermelons
Along with this poem, the king bestowed upon three courtiers—Gang Hon, Han Sun, and Kim
Jun-son—a watermelon placed among ice cubes.
In this hot weather, you truly work hard for the king.
This watermelon is to quench your thirst.
Pray remember your king’s favor,
working for him even harder.
不避承王事, 炎天苦與非。
氷瓜蠲渴肺, 思惠務誠宜。

*
Rebuking a Courtier-Turned-Rebel
Near the end of the king’s rule, he ordered that Yi Jang-gon, a military official in the royal court,
to be killed as a dangerous element. The order was leaked to Yi, who then fled Seoul and formed
a large militia army in the countryside. After hearing that Yi’s militia was planning to attack the
royal palace, the king composed the following poem.
Expecting troubles ahead, he detached himself from me,
then despicably hid himself in a remote mountain.
How can someone who deserted the king and parents
expect to live safely anywhere?
Is there anyone, either ancient or modern, more wicked
than he is?
先度終難掩附攀, 兇思姑息隱幽山。
離親棄主容何地, 今古難逾此惡頑。

*
On Life
This is the last extant poem by Yeonsan. In this work, he ominously expects an end to his rule
and mourns the fleeting nature of life. After he recited this poem, tears streamed down his
cheeks. Except for Jeon Bi and Jang Nok-su, two of the king’s favorite consorts, all court ladies
in attendance secretly snickered. The two women, who held enormous power in the royal court
at the time, wept together, not knowing what lay before their lives. Stroking the women on their
backs, the king said, “The kingdom has enjoyed peace for a long time, so I do not foresee any
troubles. If, however, a disaster falls, the two of you shall have no way to avoid it.” Ten days
later, Yeonsan was deposed, and the two women were beheaded by rebel forces and then were
stoned by a mob on the street.
Life is like dew on the grass,
not many opportunities exist for us to get together.
人生如草露, 會合不多時。
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Related Photos:

The Yeonsan Tomb Complex. Under the two mounds in the far back lie the bodies of King
Yeonsan (left) and his wife, Lady Shin (right). The tomb in the middle distance is that of
Euijeonggungju Cho, one of King Taejong’s (1367-1422) concubines. In the foreground are the
tombs of Yeonsan’s daughter (right) and her husband (left).

The tombs of Yeonsan (left) and his wife (right). They are protected by four stone guards,
including the one seen in the photo. The modest appearance of the graves suggests that Yeonsan
was deposed as a king.
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Pine trees growing on the hill next to the Yeonsan Tomb Complex.

This gingko tree, which stands below the Yeonsan Tomb Complex, is more than 550 years old.
It must have witnessed the burial of Yeonsan on the hill in the early sixteenth century.
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A lotus pond with a small pavilion down the hill where Yeonsan lies buried. This is a typical
traditonal Korean pond designed to promote a sense of serenity and peace.

The Mangwon (“Distant View”) Pavilion in Hapjeong-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul, South Korea.
Located on a hill along the Han River, it was a popular resort for noblemen, scholars, and
courtesans. One of King Yeonsan’s poems, “Sending Courtiers for an Autumn Excursion,”
indicates that he sent a group of his officials to the Pavilion for a time of leisure, asking them to
write poems about their experience there. Photo taken 23 May 2017.
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Prose

_________________________________________________________________

“Good fiction’s job is to comfort the disturbed and disturb the comfortable.”
―David Foster Wallace
“My name became a brand, and I’d love to say that was the plan from the start. But the only
plan was to keep writing books.”
—John Grisham
“One always has a better book in one's mind than one can manage to get onto paper.”
―Michael Cunningham
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Grandmother’s Folly and Granddad’s Sacrifice: Memoirs
Faye Adams
Grandmother’s Folly
Grandmother Gregory gave birth to six sons and a daughter. My dad, as the eldest, married and
began producing grandchildren while she was still bearing children. Consequently, three of their sons
seemed more like cousins to us than uncles.
Unfortunately for the entire family, the daughter, Vernell, died shortly before she reached the age
of six. Her death happened so suddenly, she was gone before they could get a doctor to examine her.
Mother said one day she complained that her legs hurt, and the next day, she died. She, most likely, had
been stricken with polio, but we simply don’t know. Those country doctors in our area probably wouldn’t
have been able to diagnosis it, had they been given the opportunity. At least, not the one who diagnosed
my brother, Elman, with worms when he was having seizures from the complications of Bright’s Disease.
Grandmother’s grief from the loss of her only daughter was such that her personality took a
plunge through a dark period when her happiness vanished and never quite resurfaced. My uncle Larry
once told me that he began to hate Sundays. Sunday became the day when the family always visited his
sister’s grave, after which his mother would cry all afternoon. This continued for many years after
Vernell’s death.
Her story is a sad one, as I have written here, in a “spoon river” poem.
Claudia Ethel Boling-Gregory
(Spoken from the Grave)
You loved me well, you loved me long,
even when joy faded from my eyes;
my beauty your heart's silent song,
and sorrow hidden in burnished skies.
Six strapping sons feathered our nest,
pride your meat, and hope your drive
for peace to rest within my breast,
watching our sons grow and thrive.
My pride lay seated in one alone,
a daughter, supping from my dish,
her grace shining like a midnight sun,
her presence fulfilling every wish.
Death came feeding at her door,
in a single day, her life’s end run.
I sewed to clothe her one time more
in her five years, I'd always done.
Each day after, I lived to mourn;
you burned to melt my frozen core.
Our boys also, with fibers torn,
six crippled casualties of war.
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Why could I not see them clear,
with sad longing in their eyes;
that in my grief-stricken sphere,
wounded egos shrank and died.
Though she and I, at last, conjoin
reduced to dust and mingled here
she's one of seven from my loins
steeped in years of guilt and tears.
Too late discerned, my own selfhood,
six scattered sons cannot be found.
So undeserved, my peaceful shroud
atop this hill, beneath this ground.
Grandmother sewed beautiful garments without using a pattern. You could choose a dress from a
picture in the Sears & Roebuck catalog, and she could make one exactly like the picture, by measuring
you, cutting and sewing the material on her Singer pedal sewing machine. Mother sewed from necessity
but whatever she produced looked “homemade,” because her skill level was far below Grandmother’s.
We wore them anyway, because it was all we had to wear. I longed for, yet never received, one of my
grandmother’s beautifully made garments.
She allowed us kids to gather eggs from the henhouse, and bring them into the kitchen, where she
washed and sorted them. She packed them in crates on the “screened-in” back porch and took them to the
General Store in Dalton, where she received credit for purchases. This allowed her to have a bit of cash
of her own.
Egg Money
They
sat on the
back porch, in
crates, destined for
market. Grandmother
carefully hand-washed &
dried each egg. When she
had tallied several dozen,
they were taken to the store
in town, which also passed
as gas station & post office.
For her, it was a bit more
than a trip to sell eggs;
it was a time to visit,
gossip & perhaps
choose a new
broom.
I don’t raise chickens as my mother and grandmothers did. I purchase eggs at the local grocery
store, but I have inherited a passion which filtered down from both sides of our family. I love flowers. I
enjoy the process of planting, weeding, and pruning. I would rather work a full day outside under glaring
sunshine, tending my flowerbeds, than spend one hour dusting or cleaning inside.
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A visit with Grandmother Gregory meant spending time in her garden, walking slowly from plant
to plant, listening to a description of the merits of each.
Grandmother’s Legacy
(a prose poem)
A visit to Grandmother's house meant a tour
of her flower garden even before the food was
served. Her garden sported many varieties from
friends, neighbors or relatives. These walkabouts
were highlighted by her explanations of the history
and performance of each plant. My awareness of,
and growing love for, the miracle of earth’s harvest
stems from those lazy strolls around the perimeter
of her yard while our stomachs growled, the roast
shriveled in the oven, and her words washed over
us in the heat of the mid-afternoon sun. My favorite
photo of Grandmother; she's offering a blossom to
my baby sister from one of her many rose bushes.
Her voice lulls me anew as my memory board replays the feel of clean air and sunshine and brings
back the fragrance of honeysuckle and roses.
There are many different ways to write a poem. The prose poem, to me, seems the most difficult
to write, which may explain why the above one is one of only two prose poems I’ve written. Below, I’ve
given you the same story in rhymed verse. The reader, of course, may judge the merits of each.
Grandmother's Legacy
On a trip to Grandmother's,
we'd hear Mother say,
"Your next botany lesson
will soon be on its way."
A visit invariably meant
an immediate tour of her garden,
while the roast in the oven
began to shrivel and harden.
Our stomachs would growl,
our patience would wane,
as she spoke each plant's
history and worth again.
A friend questions
my knowledge of flowers.
Stomachache returns briefly,
recalling all those hours.
Slowly, awareness dawns
of my grandmother’s legacy;
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a love for earth’s harvest
stems from the gift she gave me.
Her words wash over me,
the scene before me transposes,
as her voice expounds again
the virtue and fragrance of roses.
It was obvious to us that Grandmother considered herself to be a part of upper society. We were
not allowed to call her Grandma, or Nana, or any of the other names grandchildren use to address their
grandparents. We were instructed to call her Grandmother, and to use “Granddad” when addressing or
speaking about him, with every syllable distinctly pronounced.
As an adult, I learned facts about her which, though they did nothing to change the fact of my
love for her, caused me to change my opinion of her character. In my mind, I suppose that I have made
excuses for the way she trashed each of her daughters-in-law by turn, and treated my mother so
abominably. All the others were settled in other states, but Mother stayed trapped in near proximity and
made a supreme effort to close her ears to Grandmother’s criticism.

Granddad’s Sacrifice
Dad’s parents were more affluent than we. Granddad Gregory prospered moderately well in a
community where most of his neighbors did not. With six sons to help with the work, you might
conclude that he had his own built-in work force. Yet, for the most part, the boys worked at home,
helping their mother with her tasks. Dad told me that when they would go out to the fields with Granddad
to cut sprouts, he would become impatient with their work and send them back to the house. Here’s how
the scene played out, as Dad described it.
“Stop standing around, boys. There’s work to be done.”
Granddad’s method of teaching “how to” was simply to demonstrate.
Cloral picked up an axe and chopped away at the sprouts, which had begun springing up at the
base of the stump of an oak tree they’d chopped down last winter.
“No, no, Cloral. You’ve got to put your weight behind it.”
Cloral took another swing with the axe. The sprouts clung to the stump, quivering, but still
attached.
“Lavelle, you try,” said Granddad.
Dad took his turn, but only shredded the sprouts.
Granddad frowned, motioned the boys to stand back, and felled the sprouts. He looked out across
a field covered with sprouting stumps and heaved a long sigh.
Three boys stood watching their dad, waiting for his next words.
“You’re no help. Go on back to the house and help your mother,” he said.
The three walked back toward the house. My dad, Lavelle, was the first to comment. “He’s
never satisfied.”
“You can’t please him,” this from Elvis.
“I don’t care,” said Cloral. “I’d rather work with Mother. She, at least, appreciates what I do.”
Lavelle walked around the house and sat in one of the porch swings. Cloral and Elvis entered the
kitchen through the back porch.
“Dad sent us back to help you,” said Cloral.
“Good,” said Grandmother. “I need you. Stir those peaches, Cloral, and make sure they don’t
burn. Elvis, I need water. Take these buckets to the spring and get more water.”
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To clear the land for planting corn or hay, large trees were felled. Those trees became fuel for
everyday living. Sawn, chopped, and stacked, they provided heat for the home in winter and for cooking
“year-round.”
Yet, it took several years for tree stumps to begin to rot, at which time the horses could be used to
pull them out of the ground. In the meantime, the young sprouts had to be kept cut down. Clearing the
land had always been a long, arduous task. In the beginning, Granddad often had brothers or neighbors to
help dig out stumps.
His brothers, Shelt and Lee, now had their own farms near Walnut Ridge. Sular and Alonzo had
walked away from farming and settled in Pocahontas.
His twin sister, Florence, had married that Blanchet boy from Pocahontas, and they had “gone
off” to California.
Feeling frustrated and angry, Granddad continued working his way across the “new-ground,”
chopping off sprouts growing out of stumps, which were trying to become trees again.
What I remember about Grandmother Gregory is that she was the total opposite of Mom’s
mother, Grandma Massey. Grandmother worked slowly at just about every task she set herself to do.
She, as child number ten in a family of thirteen children, may have been spoiled and “catered to” by older
siblings. It was customary in families of that era to have the older children caring for their younger
brothers and sisters.
She must have been overwhelmed by the volume of work required to meet the needs of her
household as the family increased one by one, with no girls to help. Gladly, she accepted help from her
sons.
Summertime canning of vegetables became a sweltering job. The kitchen temperature exceeded
the sun’s warmth as it became necessary to keep the fire burning in the cook stove. The mason jars had to
be washed, rinsed and “scalded” in boiling water before being filled. Raw fruits and vegetables were

Grandmother and their oldest son (our dad), Lavelle Elman Gregory.
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Back Row: Elman Gregory (my brother) and James David Lawrence Gregory (Granddad).
Middle Row: Claudia Ethel Boling Gregory (Grandmother) and Cona Faye Gregory (me).
In Front: Linda Diane Gregory (our baby sister).

washed, peeled, chopped or sliced, and cooked before filling the jars. To finish the sterilization process,
the filled jars were then cooked again in a water bath or a pressure cooker.*
A rusty, old Model-T Ford truck sat parked out beside the barn. By the time we kids came along,
Granddad was also one of the few in our community who owned a tractor. How he prospered, farming on
hard-scrabble, rocky hills, is beyond my comprehension. Our dad couldn’t do it, nor did any of his
brothers. Uncle Cloral, after he mustered out of the U. S. Navy, moved his family to St. Louis. He had
cooked in the Navy and found work as a chef at a large hotel in St. Louis. Larry eventually moved to
Missouri and settled on a farm in Troy. Uncle Elvis met his future bride in the U. S. Army and moved to
her home state of Idaho, where he raised sugar beets. Both Bobby and Neil moved to California, after
serving in the U. S. Navy.
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Granddad and Grandmother, many years later, after the loss of their daughter and the rearing of
six sons.

Grandmother and Linda, picking roses from Grandmother’s garden.
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Granddad’s sign on a tree near the entrance to their home. The house is in the background.
From the age of sixteen, Granddad had shouldered the responsibility of providing for his mother
and siblings. Perhaps it became second nature for him to transfer that commitment to his own family
after his marriage. Yet, his impatience with his son’s efforts failed to transmit to them the strength and
resilience needed to succeed against difficult odds during a period of time when Americans were
struggling to recover financially and emotionally from a costly war.
Ode to the Ozarks
Growing up in the Ozarks, for brother, sister and me
meant, for the most part, that we were totally free.
We had freedom to explore, to roam about at will,
there was no one to fear in those Arkansas hills.
We found and picked wild plums, grapes and berries,
took home to Mom, who made luscious jams and jellies.
We listened for the owls in the stillness of the night,
the call of the whippoorwill waking us at first light.
The woods were calling, luring us further each day,
eager to investigate, we did chores without delay.
We learned to recognize wild animals by the score,
poisonous snakes, bird species, flora and more.
Terrapins and “tumblebugs” were fascinating to watch,
we spent time in stillness, observing their steady march.
Abundant wildflowers, springing up through rocks,
signaled the time was near to shed shoes and socks.
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We ran barefoot in summer, our soles tough as leather,
one new pair of shoes per year to save for cold weather.
We climbed over rail fences, through barbed wire too,
where persistent beggar’s lice clung to clothes like glue.
We made our own toys, such as “guide and wheel,”
to keep the wheel rolling took practice and skill.
The wheels were rims from the hub of the wagon,
rolling them to school kept the miles from draggin’.
Guides from tin cans, flattened, bent, nailed to boards,
these crude toys became real treasures to hoard.
Sweeping leaves away, hauling rocks till muscles burned,
building outdoor playhouses, “playing” our parents by turn.
Fueling our imaginations and fostering dreams untold,
our play brought us together in a love we’d always hold.
This poem would go on and on if I named every pleasure,
suffice it to say instead, we’ve many memories to treasure.
* Dad told us that he and his brothers often sneaked down into the cellar to “slip the rubber” (break the
seal) on jars of peaches or berries and wait for them to sour. It was their makeshift effort to produce
wine. Fruit, canned with sugar, would ferment, and probably did approximate a counterfeit version of
wine. The seeds of alcoholism were slowly being planted in Grandmother’s fruit cellar. In adulthood,
Dad, Cloral and Neil all, at one time in their lives, drank liquor to excess. Uncle Cloral, however, married
a spunky little country woman who kept him “reigned in” and out of bars. Uncle Elvis became a
prosperous Idaho farmer with a lovely wife, two sons and a daughter. Perhaps he never felt the need of a
crutch. Larry and Bobby grew up roaming the Ozark hills with my brother, Elman, my sister, Patsy, and
me. The freedom we enjoyed served well as an escape from difficult family relationships and/or
problems.
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“My Daddy’s Dog” and “My Brother’s Dream”
Jo A. Baldwin
My Daddy’s Dog
Spot Sanford was my daddy’s beagle that acted more like a boy than a puppy and was Daddy’s
shadow. Tan with white spots all over his body, Spot Sanford’s coat resembled fluffy clouds in a yellow
sky.
Like Daddy, he was pretty. My father was reputedly the handsomest man in the community—
black or white—and he commanded attention wherever he went. Daddy was jolly and Spot Sanford was,
too, although he became feisty when Daddy got sick.
He and Daddy were inseparable while hunting rabbits in the back field or sleeping on the pond
bank when the fish weren’t biting. They took walks in the pasture to make sure Ole Tom, our mule, was
keeping order. And he sat at Daddy's feet when he was reading The Commercial Appeal or watching
Lawrence Welk on our black-and-white TV.
One fall afternoon, Daddy called me into the yard. He wanted to tell me something. Having
gone in the truck with Daddy to the doctor in town, Spot Sanford was still wearing his leash.
“Jo,” he said, “they found another spot.” When he said that, Spot Sanford stood at attention.
“The doctor said the spot has grown and spread to the other lung.” Spot Sanford began circling
Daddy’s legs, wrapping the leather cord around them. Before Daddy could say anymore, Spot Sanford
had yanked the leash, tripping Daddy to the ground, his sad eyes staring Daddy down, daring him to say
another word.

My Brother’s Dream
My brother and I had gone to visit our mother in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for Christmas in 1962
and had decided to stay.
We were raised on our paternal grandfather’s cotton farm in Covington, Tennessee. Our mother
had left us with my father’s parents to stay for a while when we were toddlers, and when she came to pick
us up, Mama Leda and Daddy Curtis had called the high sheriff—a white man and my grandfather’s
distant cousin because of slavery—who wouldn’t let her take us.
My parents were divorced and evidently a trial deemed our mother unfit, so Daddy Sam got full
custody of us. Sometimes we would stay with him and our stepmother in Nashville, but we considered
the farm in Covington home. I was fourteen and my brother thirteen when we left Covington never to
live there again.
I heard Mama Leda got real sick when she found out we weren’t coming back, and our elderly
neighbor across the road said she reminded her of how Ma must have felt when she took us away from
her.
I vacillated between wanting to stay and wanting to go back but then settled into staying when
Ma said she couldn’t let us go that easily.
She enrolled us in Lutheran school because she said we didn’t have enough religious training;
plus she was into integration and wanted us to get used to being around white folks since we attended a
segregated grammar school in Covington.
Ma’s house on Center Street had an attic apartment with two bedrooms on either end and a living
room in between. I slept in the front room, and a young woman Ma let rent from us had the back room.
Ma and my stepfather’s bedroom were on the main floor adjacent to the dining room, and my
brother’s room was on the same floor at the back of the house through the kitchen and next to the
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bathroom. He had the best room in the house but kept it junky. Ma should have moved him upstairs with
me and let Trixie keep that room when we decided to stay, but she didn’t. Looking back, she made a lot
of decisions that made a lot of people unhappy, but considering what she went through with my dad’s
people, it’s a thousand wonders she didn’t have a nervous breakdown or lose her mind. She was a devout
Presbyterian and a Sunday school teacher, so that would explain her strength. She and her husband went
to church every Sunday and took us with them.
One night in November, I went to bed as usual. It was cold, and ice was on the windows. In the
middle of the night, I felt someone shaking me awake. It was my brother. He said, “Jo, I’m scared. Can
I get in bed with you?”
“Sure,” I said, having slept with him every night till I was fourteen in a double bed in Covington
in the same room with our grandparents in their double bed.
“Why are you scared?” I asked.
“I had a bad dream.”
“What was it? Tell me.”
“I was in a room in a big house, and a casket was in it. The lid was open, and someone was
inside. I didn’t want to see who it was, but I had to. So I looked down and saw it was Abraham Lincoln.”
“My goodness,” I said. “Why did that scare you?”
“I don’t know, but it did, so can I stay?”
“Sure. Do you need me to hold you?” I asked.
“No,” he said. “I’ll be all right.”
I stayed awake till he fell asleep, then I dozed off. That morning he went back to his room, and
we both got dressed and went to school.
While I was walking in the hall between classes, it was announced on the intercom that President
Kennedy had been shot. In the Rotunda, I understand, he was laid out on Lincoln’s bier.

Josie Roth, “Actias Luna”
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Hiking Muir Woods
Leslie Scheuler
“Between every two pines is a doorway to a new world.”
—John Muir

As I opened the door of my rental car, I noticed the difference. Not only was the air cooler and
more fragrant, but my shoulders relaxed even though I hadn’t realized they were tense. I tried to make
this trip to Muir Woods each time I flew to San Francisco for business. I looked forward to the lushness
of redwoods and the brief escape from the world of freeways, satellites and electrical towers. The ancient
giants were a soothing buffer from the everyday pollutants of modern life, from things like road rage,
cable news and power lines that typically crackled around me.
During those trips, as I hiked the spongy paths, my feet would sink into centuries’ worth of
humus and decaying leaves with an occasional crunch from a fallen sequoia cone. The sunlight skittered
in and out of the branches high above. On the days when the number of tourists like me was limited,
there was a hush inside the woods, as though the whole park was a cathedral; the trees were the saints and
sages that showed us how to live.
One day, instead of making the 45-minute loop that kept me in Muir Woods proper, I followed
the path that led out of the park and into new territory. The loamy trail went up and up the western ledge,
hair-pinning four times, until the redwoods gave way to smaller strands of pine, eucalyptus and oak. I
didn’t know how long it would take to follow the trail or where it would finish, but I was curious and had
all day to hike, so I kept going.
I knew at the time that John Muir was a Scottish-born naturalist who loved the magnificent trees
of the California coast, that he was a solitary man who believed that preserving the wilderness was crucial
to our survival as a species. What I didn’t know at the time was that Muir was considered to be a prophet
and mystic by many, with numerous writings on the spiritual connections between humans and nature.
According to one of his biographers, Steven Holmes, Muir was one of the fathers of American
environmentalism, who “profoundly shaped the very categories through which Americans understand and
envision their relationships with the natural world.” Others (William Anderson and Donald Worster)
wrote that John Muir exemplified “the archetype of our oneness with the earth,” that his mission included
“saving the American soul from total surrender to materialism.” Muir was not just a naturalist-turnedbotanist, but also an activist on the national political scene and a well-known writer who focused on the
perils of technology and materialism and the threat they posed to the American soul. One of my favorite
quotes from John Muir was cited in Holmes’s biography:
We are now in the mountains and they are in us, kindling enthusiasm, making every
nerve quiver, filling every pore and cell of us. Our flesh-and-bone tabernacle seems
transparent as glass to the beauty about us, as if truly an inseparable part of it, thrilling
with the air and trees, streams and rocks, in the waves of the sun,—a part of all nature,
neither old nor young, sick nor well, but immortal.1
Enthusiasm, transparency, sunlight, renewal—these are the things I sought as I walked in Muir’s
Woods. When I got to the top of the ledge just beyond the park, near the edge of the trees, I sat down on
a rock to get some water. As I rested, I heard a high-pitched chattering from some branches nearby, and
looked up to see two small hummingbirds talking to one another excitedly. Believing this sighting to be a
rare gift—how often do we get to see hummingbirds socializing with one another?—I sat as still as I
could so I wouldn’t scare them away.
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They went on as I watched, like two little neighbors gossiping about the other birds who lived
nearby. Then suddenly they stopped, almost as if they had heard a call from someone to come home. I
watched them buzz away.
I have always loved hummingbirds. I love the way their wings blur as they fly and how they zip
from bloom to bloom, the only creature on earth capable of flying backwards. To feed my interests in
nature and spirituality, I read books written by spiritual teachers and native healers. I learned that the
wings of hummingbirds move in tiny figure eights as they fly. An “8” on its side is the symbol for
infinity, which associates the hummers with the eternal, with an everlasting dimension of being. The
fliers are totems whose “medicine” (or the healing properties they share) is to show us how to move
between the worlds—the physical dimension we see around us and the more transcendent reality—the
heaven that we catch glimpses of when we least expect them. Because hummingbirds drink from the
nectar of flowers, they also teach us to seek the sweetness of life, acknowledging the way beauty and light
sustain us.
After the little birds had flown away, I was happy that I had shared some time with them. I
imagined the hummingbirds hadn’t known I was there, that I was quiet and still enough to be a part of
their world, of the California landscape. A breeze blew in from the coast, which was less than a mile
away. I caught a glimpse of it from the peak that appeared after all the switchbacks out of the redwoods.
A meadow rose before me next, with a lone set of electrical wires laced from post to post. Where did they
lead?
Long yellowed grasses, the same vegetation that gave California the nickname of “The Golden
State,” bowed inward along the trail and tickled my legs as I walked. The sequoia forest where I had
started was well out of sight. The sun said it was mid-afternoon, and I wondered again if I was headed in
the right direction. I sat down on a fallen log and took out a map from my pack as a whirr swished the air
near my right ear. I looked up again to see that the little hummers were back, chasing one another, flying
crazy circles around my head. They hovered directly above me. It’s a sign!, I thought excitedly.
As they started chattering once again, my eyes seemed to open more widely of their own accord
and lose focus. Suddenly, it seemed like the grasses of the meadow were on fire, like everything around
me was lit with a golden haze. I could feel the blood pulsing from my chest to my toes and fingers and
the top of my head, making a circuit and returning to my heart to be pumped out again. I also felt a
floating sensation, like vertigo.
While my head became airy and weightless, it felt like the rest of me was ready to slip over a
precipice of some kind, but I was calm and unafraid. I became acutely aware of the hummingbirds still
fluttering above my head, but they seemed bigger, more human-like, more conscious of me. It was like
we were sharing the same breath, like the same air that I inhaled was circulating through their tiny lungs
as well. I even felt like I could join them in flight if I could find the right opening, the right doorway,
inside my heart.
After a few seconds of imagining the possibilities, I heard the sound of truck gears grinding uphill
on a road not that far from where I sat. The sound snapped me back to a more grounded awareness. I
looked up in time to see my little birds disappear in a flash. The world’s golden glow had dissipated,
although it wasn’t gone completely.
I tried to stand up and had to steady myself by bracing my arm down against the log where I’d
sat. I looked around to see if anything else seemed strange, when another hiker appeared in the distance,
headed toward me. Perhaps I wasn’t so far from where I needed to wind up after all. I put the water
bottle back in my pack and tried to act normal when I met the other hiker. I still felt quietly elated, like
my feet were not quite making contact with the ground, like I’d just had a conversation with God. The
hiker looked friendly enough, with a red bandana tied across his forehead and a Kelty daypack on his
back, a much later model than mine.
“Do you know,” I asked him, “Am I getting close to the road to Muir Woods?”
“Muir Woods?,” he asked. “You started out there? Well, the road the trail crosses up ahead will
lead you to the road you’re looking for, but you’ve got a long ways to go. Just take a left on the road, and
keep heading downhill.”
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I thanked him and walked on. I could feel the stiffness of my boots penetrating through my
heavy socks. The wind had kicked up and I felt chilled in my cargo shorts and t-shirt, so I put my rain
jacket on, though the clouds moving in were still dry.
The way back to the parking lot did take a long time, but at least I knew I wasn’t lost.
That night in my hotel room back in San Francisco, after a hearty meal, warm bath, and a movie
on cable, I went to sleep in an enormous bed with white cotton linens. That night, I dreamt of
hummingbirds. Thousands of them. I took this as a sign that hummingbirds would reappear in the future,
that they had more to teach me. I continue to greet the little birds whenever and wherever I see them; I
pay close attention, for hummingbirds are the messengers of God.

Note
1

From Young John Muir: An Environmental Biography (1999), by Stephen Holmes.
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Just One of Life’s Little Absurdities
Matthew R. Bardowell
The evening on which Andy Keating planned to end his life was a beauty. It was a mild, midAugust, summer night that heralded the coming of fall. The sky was sharp-blue with wisps of cloud that
sent motionless eddies of cotton through its surface, an admixture that lent it a softness that undermined
none of its crispness or definition. This little portion of the heavens was set against the brilliant green of
leaves that had not yet begun to show even the faintest signs of turning. Even the shadows in the waning
sunlight cast beneath the canopy of the trees were friendly. Their dark, on this late afternoon, was more
shelter than abyss.
As he walked his neighborhood street, Andy considered the illusion the sunlight and the shadow
made in one of the maples as he approached it. From his vantage point he could see the line where the
shadow began to fall. Just above it he saw the leaves lit up like torches by the face of the westering sun.
Each leaf appeared to him as discrete and set apart from every other, and each looked strikingly different
from its neighbors. The result was a raucous cascade of leaves that rippled their singularity into the
breeze as the day grew older. It was as if he beheld a living canvas for which hundreds of painters had
been commissioned to bestow exactly one, single leaf done in his or her own style and showing his or her
own idiosyncratic interest. He would have been content to spend the rest of his last day contemplating
each one with its slightly different shade and shape, which the sun on that day and perhaps only in that
moment had given it. Below the shadow-line, however, he could see the underside of these same leaves
as he walked nearer to them, and they seemed a much duller and faded hue. The underside of the tree
gave no impression of the singularity of leaves. They were all one shade, still green but dim, and this
sense caused his eye to move past them, not in revulsion, but simply because there seemed to be nothing
much in them to hold his interest.
Yet for Andy, even the partial truth of the tree’s beauty was no solace. It was part of the problem,
actually. His head seemed always to throb with this kind of irreconcilable duality. Andy firmly believed
that the foliage should either be as it appeared in the sun or as it appeared in the shadow. It could not be
both. To think so would be a kind of madness—maybe the very definition of madness. A condition of
mind in which two contradictory realities are embraced as true. What good were your eyes when you
could not trust what you took in by them? He felt like a man combing the beach for just one intact
seashell. Trying to decide what was fact and what was fiction these days was like picking up a likely
candidate, taking minutes to turn it over and over in his hand, being just on the brink of accepting it, and
then noticing the minutest chip on one ridge. That chip, that minuscule flaw, would be enough to render
the whole seashell worthless. So he cast these thoughts back into the sea like the marred shells he
believed them to be. It was with this care and attention that he scoured every proposition, and the
frustration he felt, equal in intensity with his scouring, stung him as acutely at every new and
disappointing discovery. How long could a man do that before he began to hate seashells? How long
could a man do that before he decided to leave the beach altogether? He wouldn’t even need someplace
more interesting to go if he’d really had enough. Why, he could just turn his back on the whole seaside,
couldn’t he?
There was far less time for these kinds of thoughts before his wife died. That wasn’t so very long
ago, in fact. Only four months. She would have loved to see the leaves like that, and she would have
given him every chipped shell she found until dozens of them were chattering around in his pockets. She
loved life’s little absurdities, and he found them slightly more tolerable when she was around. She had
infuriated him, too, at times because she was a source of these absurdities as well as an admirer. She had
her own little quirks, her own little chips, if he was honest. For instance, if they were arguing, and he
delivered what he thought was the walk-off homerun of a comeback, she’d never give him the satisfaction
of simply agreeing. She wouldn’t even give him the satisfaction of being speechless. She’d just wave her
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hand at him and say “tra-la-la, tra-la-la” or “fiddle-dee-dee, said Ms. Scarlett.” No matter how persuasive
he was, she’d always take the last word and, just like that, pull the rug right out from under him. She’d
reply with nonsense as if his very reasonable and apt point was also nonsense. Oh, well. What can you
do? Tra-la-la, tra-la-la.
She also had the habit of keeping a mayonnaise jar or ketchup bottle after it was all used up,
washing it out, and using it for something completely different. She did this mainly for storage, but she
was not above the occasional practical joke. Often, Andy thought, it was a little bit of both. Once he’d
opened up a white plastic container expecting cottage cheese only to find in it some recently made
guacamole. He’d given a little gasp of revulsion, and she just laughed that lovely, lilting laugh of hers
and swear that she’d told him about it, “Yes, I did, Andrew, I told you only yesterday!” This would
aggravate him, but often, and especially in the early days of their long marriage, he would approach her
with comic menace and kiss her. Not a few times following one of these shocks would they end up
making love. And in this way, his irritation at her was swallowed up in love for her. After they were
lying there, gazing up at the ceiling through closed eyelids, she’d put her head on his shoulder and
whisper with feigned sympathy, “Oh, Andy. It’s not your fault. You’re just not good at handling life’s
little absurdities.”
As he passed by the tree, he regarded the leaves once more and continued down the street, which
was badly in need of repaving. The loose asphalt that always seemed to litter the streets in cracks and
fissures crunched beneath his sneakers. His gait was not yet that of an old man, but it was getting there.
His sixty-one-year-old legs were beginning to carry an ache inside them now. Not just at the end of a
long day, but all the time. He would, if he had much more time, soon be unable to compensate for it
without a slight limp. This was just one sign of his body’s decay, that relentless ticking of the
metronome, which he accepted as his lot. And that, Andy thought, he would not miss.
He had a plan. First, he would walk a bit more, just outside his neighborhood. There he would
find a little lake. He would sit on the bench until twilight, and then he’d trudge home. He’d make himself
a dinner—franks n’ beans, a meal he used to love and now ate three times a week. He’d wash the dishes.
One glass, one dish, one fork, one pot. It wasn’t very much, so, he thought, better to do it himself than to
leave it. He’d sit in his recliner and watch whatever sitcoms passed for entertainment these days. He’d
watch until the ten o’ clock news, then he’d shut off the TV. He’d go upstairs. Brush his teeth. Put on
pajamas. Draw a glass of water from the bathroom tap. Sure it was a rut, but it was a good one. Then
he’d open the medicine cabinet, take out the sleeping pills his wife would sometimes use, and swallow the
whole bottleful. He’d climb into bed, pull the covers up to his chin, and just…sleep.
The only deviation from his regular routine was this little visit to the lake. He saved these visits
for the bad days. The ones that really made his head split with the effort of making sense of the
incongruities he had come to see everywhere and in everything. The lake was a pretty spot, and beautiful
things could sometimes help. It would always be calm. There would always be a little breeze. It would
always carry with it that scent, a bit fishy but clean. Always the same, and sometimes the same is a
comfort.
As he left the neighborhood behind him and set his face to the south, he had to breast a small hill
before he could veer off the path and find the bench by the lake. Lately the hill had given him some
trouble to mount, and he thought as he climbed the slight grade that someone watching him now would
think as he bent lower in bobbing, halting, labored steps that he looked very much like a man in the act of
butting his head against the world. With each step his upper body bent until it was nearly parallel to the
path, and his eyes found nothing else to be fixed on but the cement walkway. It was not as much in need
of being redone as his street, but it was scarred with its own cracks, which, to Andy, seemed to intersect
each other like the streets of a roadmap that led to nowhere very interesting. Until he reached the crest of
the hill, what he really looked like was not so much a man in the act of butting his head against the world,
but a man agreeing with the sidewalk. After his amiable acquaintance with the cement, he turned his
steps toward the lake and from there a golden glare attacked his eyes. The sun sank lower and lower,
throwing shadows that grew every moment a little longer. It was the last sunset he would ever see. He
thought to think something like “this will be a beautiful sunset,” but the light was so dazzling (and a bit
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painful) that he couldn’t really appreciate it. When his eyes adjusted to the light, he found the bench and
saw that it was already occupied. A man was sitting all the way over to one side as if he were waiting for
someone. Andy could tell little about him except that he was bald. The sunset caromed off of the man’s
head and right into his eyes. It was all so much Andy Keating luck.
“Great.” Andy muttered to himself. “I guess I’ll just ask him if we can sit European style.”
Andy hated to sit European style. Anywhere. He had never made friends easily, and part of the
reason for this was the innate suspicion he had for most people. Especially strangers. He had never lost
his adolescent fear of and contempt for people he did not know, and he was not, even on his last day,
prepared to make an exception.
The stranger threw a glance over his shoulder as he heard Andy’s feet shuffle through the grass.
Andy stopped, tentative, and spoke.
“Mind if I sit?”
“Please, be my guest. This is too much bench for one man,” the stranger answered, a bit too
jovially.
Andy moved around the aluminum bench and sat all the way over to the vacant side in that
“don’t-worry-I’m-going-to-give-you-your-space” way that all deferential people have. He sat so far over
that there was really only three-quarters of him on the bench. It was all part of the dance, Andy knew.
Part of the ritual of the friendly stranger. He tried to show with his attitude and his slow, careful
movements that he was not a crazy person.
“Nice day, isn’t it?” the stranger said, without turning his head.
“Sure is,” he replied with an off-handed air of carelessness and realized that he had not really
taken in the evening enough to reliably comment on its appearance.
He crossed one leg over a knee and looked out. His eye caught a ripple running through the
leaves of a great elm on the far side of the lake. He watched the ripple of breeze as it tumbled out of the
tree and moved through the long, unkempt grass on the far bank. He fancied that he could see the ripple
ride the surface of the lake and he watched its progress with all the incredulity of a man at a ballgame
wondering whether the fans in the stadium would be able to keep the wave going for one more round. The
water rilled with the breeze and a family of geese, seemingly offended, pumped their wings and took
flight with ill-tempered honks and grunts. The ripple reached the near side of the lake’s kidney-bean
outline and ran almost imperceptibly through the shorter grass before the bench. A pocket of calm
enveloped his body in the moment before the breeze wrapped itself, ever so gently, around Andy’s worn
and throbbing sixty-one-year-old frame. He held his breath at the sensation without realizing it. Just for a
moment. And in that moment, Andy felt like a kite just before its weight is overcome by the unseen force
of the wind—the wind that was its mate and also its foe, its lover and its tyrant. The wind that was, in
truth, its very reason for existence. The feeling was warm and dizzying. It made him almost light-headed.
Andy blessed the wind.
Then, through some mysterious feat of acrobatics, the wind leapt up, twisted, descended again,
but this time with vehemence, with force. And Andy’s hair was rudely and uncomfortably tousled down
to the root. The hair behind his ears pushed forward, making Andy feel as though someone had just
ripped his shirt over and off his head. His back felt as though it were being pushed by a petulant child
who in one minute had embraced him and in the next no longer wanted him. Andy mumbled a curse. The
stranger turned his head again towards Andy and regarded him for a moment with a look Andy
interpreted as amusement. Why would he understand, anyway? He was bald, wasn’t he? Probably forgot
what it felt like to have his hair ruffled years ago.
Andy worried that the stranger would be a talker, and Andy didn’t want to mar this evening with
the effort it would take him to achieve a suitably inane conversation. He thought, with some humor, that
this was just another part of his life’s drama. The scene entitled “Andy Meets the Providential Stranger.”
Andy would confide in him open, and the stranger would offer some wisdom, some sage advice that
would change everything. He doubted it. From the corner of his eye, Andy saw the man reach for his
shirt pocket.
“You mind?” the stranger said, holding up a pack of cigarettes.
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“I suppose not. I mean…if you have to.” Andy said this expecting the man to deposit the pack
back into his shirt pocket, but he didn’t. Instead, he smiled and gave Andy an unsettling little wink, after
which he proceeded to light up. Andy reproached himself for not being more direct, but he decided not to
be too hard on himself. After all, he didn’t really have much practice at it.
Andy was beginning to think that this evening wasn’t really going much according to plan, and
that maybe he could put things off for another day or two. He could just find an evening when no one
would be on the bench and when he wouldn’t need to stifle coughs because of cigarette smoke. Even
when he went home he might still smell it on his clothes and in his hair. There was another thing baldy
didn’t have to worry about. But the thought of putting things off made Andy feel wearier than he had felt
in a long time. Besides it wasn’t as simple as just putting things off. It took a lot of working yourself up
to follow through on what Andy was preparing to do tonight. And Andy hadn’t always been a big one for
follow-through. No, it had better be tonight if it was to be any night at all.
Andy was just settling in and beginning to forget that the stranger was there at all when he spoke
again.
“Want to hear a joke?” He put the cigarette to his lips and drew. As he exhaled, he squinted his
eyes against the smoke and looked at Andy for a reply. None came.
The stranger must have been of the opinion that silence gives consent, because he went on, “So
this guy gets into a car crash. A horrible car crash. And he’s in the hospital waiting for the doctor to
come in and, you know, give him his diagnosis or whatever the heck they do…”
Andy decided that this was a loathsome man. Why should he think that Andy, a man he had only
just met, would want to hear a joke? Jokes are things you suffer friends to tell you. It was out of the
question that he should be expected to sit through one from a stranger. It was sure to be some vulgar
joke, too. All Andy’s life he’d run into vulgar men who just assumed Andy was as happy to revel in their
vulgarity as they were. He supposed this would be the last time. So much the better. He began to plan
his exit.
“…so in comes the doctor, right, and the doctor says, well mister, I’ve got some good news and
some bad news. The guy says, alright gimme the bad news first. So the doctor says, the bad news is that
both of your legs have been crushed in the accident, and we’re gonna have to amputate them. Oh my
God, says the man. That’s terrible. What’s the good news?” He began to gather himself for this last part,
leaning forward just a bit and holding the cigarette still before him as if for emphasis. A regular Groucho
Marx was this guy. Andy braced himself for the punch line. “So the doctor looks at him and says…the
good news is…the guy in the next room wants to buy your sneakers!”
The stranger must not have seen the grimace pinch Andy’s face, because his eyes narrowed to
slits, and he let a long, slow, hissing laugh claw itself free from lips that now held the cigarette in one
corner.
“Pretty good, huh? Isn’t that just how life is? Oh, I tell ya, I got a million of ’um. Hey, you ever
hear the one about”—
“No, please!” Andy heard himself say, a little more sharply than he had intended. “I just came
here to enjoy the sunset. It was very important for me to enjoy it, and it’s nearly over. Please, let me just
sit in peace!” Andy tried to put a sense of humored exasperation into this, but whenever he attempted
such a nuanced tone it never seemed to match the words he tried to pair it with. It always sounded like
aggression, even to his own ears.
The man spread his hands magnanimously, as if to say, she’s all yours, fella. But his eyes never
lost their amused twinkle. They both sat. Two heads above the aluminum back of the bench—one bald,
one with hair through which the wind had run riot.
The sun was dipping down below the treeline on the far side of the lake. Its rays, now rusted,
began to tinge the world a strangely luminous amber. The lake communicated some of this shade along
beams of liquid light, but the rusted orange glow did not taint much more than the occasional beam here
and there, limned as it was by a white glare that seemed to tell the sunset light where it would be allowed
to go and how far its permissions extended.
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Andy found himself wondering if the lake was deep, and if so, how deep. He supposed he would
never know. He fancied that there was, at some point in the lake, a shelf where a wader might suddenly
drop off into far deeper water. His mind followed this subterranean pathway down into its darker depths.
The pathway became a tunnel, and the tunnel…well…the tunnel could go anywhere. He imagined what
the creatures that lived on levels below his experience would look like. Would they be like those hideous
denizens of the deep he had seen a time or two on the nature shows? All bone and teeth. Any hint of
ornamentation really only a lure. A trap for the curious and the unwary. Or could they be beautiful,
elegant, silvery things. Delicate and graceful, lithe and intelligent. Alien and mysterious, and perhaps
even dangerous, but not creatures of idiot malice—things that were little more than ever-hungry stomachs
and mouths that were merely a breeding ground for teeth. What would such creatures know of sunsets?
Of how some could be beautiful and others like a stain upon the earth? Theirs was a world without
sunsets. Yet sunsets would nevertheless exist on the outer fringes of their experience, just as they existed
beyond reach of the sun. Both true at once without either being aware of the other. Both real and yet
unreal to the other. But at least in this fantasy, neither one would be faced with the possibility of the
other. Or the impossibility. Neither one would have to make sense of what could be nothing else to either
than nonsense.
A few moments later, the ominous glow of the sunset gave way to a mellow indigo, although it
was not as though this shade replaced the orange but to Andy it seemed as if the orange were being
leached out of the blue. No more shadows. Instead the world was bathed in the afterglow of the sun. But
this light, far from ominous, felt harmless, almost benign. Almost. It seemed to come from a time that
felt more like home to him than his present. But this nostalgia did not pierce his heart with longing. It
barely broke his skin. And that was fine by him. Whatever pleasure there was in the memory felt
irrelevant to him now. Not only did he not understand what pleasure it might have had for him still, he
could not understand what joy he had ever taken from it. Such was life. Tra-la-la, tra-la-la.
The spectacle of the sunset now over, Andy prepared to go. He stood up, placed his hands on his
lower back and stretched. He glanced over at the bald man, who was still puffing away, and made
accidental eye contact. They both looked away in haste. Andy lingered, feeling that he should say
something but not knowing what.
He was just about to give up and walk away when the man looked up at him and said, “Hey, pal.
Sometimes if you don’t laugh, you cry. You know?”
This comment so startled Andy that he gaped at the man for a moment. What he read in his eyes
was far from amusement now. Although his mouth kept its good-humored smirk, his eyes wavered and
shone with what might have been standing tears. This look told Andy that this last question wasn’t a
question at all, but a plea. It said, please know. I need to believe that you know. Andy supposed he did,
but he said nothing. He overcame the demand he saw in the man’s eyes and pulled himself away with
some effort. Andy turned his back and started toward the path that led home. As he reached it, the man
called after him one last time, “Maybe I’ll see you back here someday?” The stranger had recovered his
faintly sardonic tone.
“I doubt it,” Andy said.
…
When Andy unlocked his front door, all thoughts of the stranger on the bench had left his mind.
He was now only thinking about his supper. Franks n’ beans. If you had asked him five years ago what
he would ask the executioner for as his last meal, he would have said Lobster with drawn butter, parsley
potatoes and corn on the cob. He probably still would have answered this now, only it seemed like a lot
of work. At least, in an execution, some cook somewhere would be preparing your meal, he guessed.
Franks n’ beans would do just fine. After closing the door behind himself he locked it as was his habit.
He took several purposeful steps toward the kitchen, then stopped, bounced on the balls of his feet for a
moment in thought, then turned back to the door and withdrew the deadbolt. Why make things harder for
them?
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In the kitchen, he set his pot on the stove and lined up a can of baked beans, a can-opener, and
some hotdogs side by side on the counter. Everything into the pot, he could now add his little signature
touches. Franks n’ beans à la Andy. He opened the fridge door and took out some Tabasco, some relish,
and some ketchup. Usually he only put a dash of Tabasco in, but this time he decided, what the heck,
let’s be generous. Too much of the stuff burned him at both ends on an ordinary day, but, let’s face it,
today was special, wasn’t it? The relish was set aside as a topper for later. Andy made to add the
ketchup, but after shaking and squeezing, the bottle only sputtered. Empty. He tossed it. Since his wife
died he hadn’t exactly kept the house well-stocked in pantry items, but one thing he did do—and that his
wife would have been completely exasperated by—was buy new items before he had used up the old
ones. He didn’t know exactly why he did this. After a while the old things just started to feel old to him.
They hadn’t spoiled. If they did, Andy would have thrown them away, but he just wanted a fresh one
every now and then. So even if this bottle of ketchup was empty he was sure he could find at least one
other ketchup in the bowels of the fridge. He rooted around, shifting old Tupperware containers—filled
with last week’s leftover franks n’ beans among other things. Some store-bought cherry pie here. A halfdissected cantaloupe covered in foil there. Ah, another ketchup bottle. And only half empty. Lucky me,
he thought. He shuffled back to the pot, shaking the ketchup with vigor. As he popped the lid and
squirted a healthy amount into the pot, Andy had just enough time to think that maybe this ancient
ketchup had turned after all. It didn’t look right. Pale, too pale (curiously pale?). Not red at all, almost—
“Mustard,” Andy groaned. He sounded like a school-boy who had gotten some question on his
test wrong that he really had known all along. He really should have guessed. That bottle must have been
far older than four months. A nasty little practical joke from beyond the grave. He would have preferred
a good, old-fashioned haunting. At least, there was dignity in a haunting. But, no, instead it was as if his
wife were saying, Hello, Andy, dear. I just dropped by to ruin your last earthly pleasure. Isn’t that
delightful? Oh, it’s not your fault. You were never good with life’s little absurdities. For the second time
that night, Andy decided that a part of his plan really didn’t matter all that much anyway. After all,
mustard might not taste so bad in Franks n’ beans. But it did.
After his unsatisfying dinner, Andy cleaned up and sat down in his recliner. On went the TV, and
Andy found some comedy to watch for a half hour. Then he’d find another, and another until it was time.
Ten o’ clock. No news. Just bed and then…sleep. He was watching some show about young
professionals who live in improbably spacious Manhattan apartments. Andy looked on uninterestedly.
He felt miles away from the mainstream audiences that kept these shows alive like patients with brain
death hooked up to a ventilator. Everyone on this show seemed to be sleeping with everyone else or had
slept with them at some point. The writers of this particular gem seemed to think that the delightful
romantic misunderstanding was the apex of comedy. One character was trying to conceal a tryst with
some guest-star from his regular girlfriend on the show. How best to do this? Hide her, of course. There,
now she’ll never know. Wait, where did she go again? Oh. There she is. Behind the door. The laugh
track that followed this reveal seemed to insist, What a sight gag! Boy, I tell ya. I got a million of ’um.
Andy suddenly felt tired. Today was very stressful. He closed his eyes and let the TV’s comforting white
noise bathe him in nonsense. More laugh tracks. Soft voices speaking as if from a farther room. He
wouldn’t fall asleep now. He had something to do. What was it again? He decided to run through his
plan one more time.
His mind went walking, up the hill, trudge trudge trudge, to the lake. It was warmer than he
remembered it. The sun was high overhead. No shadows. The surface of the lake was a dark and opaque
grey. His mind hovered over it looking in and in. Nothing. He wanted to see and was afraid to see. If he
saw it might be beautiful but it might be monstrous? Until he saw it would be neither. His mind plunged
down. It wasn’t as cold as he had feared. Maybe other things weren’t as bad as he feared. Down, down,
down he sank, not a kite but an anchor. Sinking, sinking. In the blackness of the lake he saw blackness
darker still. The tunnel. Yes, the tunnel. His mind followed it down. It went a long way. He sank and
sank for hours that felt like minutes or minutes that felt like hours. Finally, his feet felt something push
back against them. Lake-bed dirt puffed up around him on every side. He saw even less. Even less.
Then, far away, a shape. A swimming shape approaching. He could hear its voice. Its underwater voice,
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distant and aloof. It broke over him in currents. Ah, my dear. You’re here. It wasn’t a bad voice.
Maybe it would be beautiful after all. Could it be? Could it possibly be really beautiful after all? He
thought that maybe it could be. Maybe it really was, and that beauty was in some way the truth of it. The
truth of it all. He waited. The shape drew nearer. Its body, a silhouette now, undulated like waves within
waves. He stared, willing his eyes to take in what light there was to make sense of this shape coming
before him now. As he stared, the shape that broke into the plumes of lake-bed dirt was that of a very
large Angler fish. It stared at him with blind eyes over which a luminous orb dangled. Its body was
bulbous. Lumps of flesh rose over its surface in nonsensical patterns. The fish was all asymmetry. When
it spoke again, its huge mouth flapped open as if on a hinge, revealing teeth that were needles. Teeth that
could tear and crunch and consume. No, he thought. No, this can’t be it. But it was. The evidence was
now finally before him. He had hoped, but now the evidence showed him what things were really like
(Isn’t life just like that). And although his hope was false, Andy wasn’t surprised.
The fish only stared back with its blind eyes and said, I’m so sorry, my dear. This must come as
quite a shock to you. I understand, believe me. You can’t think I like it any more than you do. But Andy
was sure that it did like it. Yes, it liked it very much. But there is some good news after all. The good
news is that we’re going to have to amputate your legs, you see. The bad news, yes—there’s always bad
news and it always comes last—the bad news is the good news is the bad news, I’m afraid. It usually is.
The bad news eats the good news. Rips it. Tears it. Feeds on it. Like I do. Yes, I eat it. My teeth are
strong enough (curiously strong?). Yes, they are. Yes. And even if you could find a shell that was whole,
that was flawless, do you know what I would do? I would eat it up. Yes. Crunch, crunch, crunch.
Because my teeth are strong enough.
Andy came up and out, gasping for breath as if surfacing from the lake. But he wasn’t on the lake
bank. He was in his recliner. On the TV, the news was half-way through its cycle. It was all bad news.
A house fire that claimed three lives. War half-way around the world. Death upon death upon death.
And then, the news anchor would turn to a different camera, his grave expression settling into one of
knowing mirth, and try to lighten the mood with something good. But the good news was always
something like a cat being rescued from a sewer drain or some farmer discovering a handful of old coins
while plowing his back forty. Still shaken from his dream, he turned off the TV and climbed out of his
easy chair. As he mounted the stairs, Andy wondered if the dream had changed anything for him. He
decided that it hadn’t. If anything, his dream was only confirmation that the world was as he thought it
was. He had examined the world and found it as he feared it would be. A joke, and a bad one. The kind
of joke that made you the butt. The stranger on the bench was right. Life was just like that.
He saw his pajamas laid out when he reached his bedroom, but he decided that since every other
piece of his plan had been ruined he didn’t feel any need to right the ship now. He walked to his
bathroom sink and looked at himself. He began to feel a pleasant pitying sensation and told himself to get
over it even as he enjoyed it. He had one last job to do. He took the glass that always rested near the tap
and filled it with cold water. He opened the medicine cabinet and briefly inventoried its contents.
Aspirin. Bandaids. Mouthwash and a tin of mints. Ointment for some long-ago malady he had
forgotten. Some half-used bottles of his wife’s old nail polish. Benadryl. There. Sleeping pills. He
lifted the little, orange prescription bottle, the top of which his wife had inverted because of her arthritis.
It came off easily. So easily. An odd fragrance drifted to him as he did it, but he put it out of his mind.
All distractions must be put away now. Andy was surprised at how much effort it took and how well he
was able to quiet his mind and bend it to his will when he needed to. He glanced inside the bottle and
saw what he estimated to be around twenty small, white, chalky tablets. He shook out five, held his nose
so as to block out whatever bitterness they may have, popped them, and gulped from the water glass.
Then another five. Then another. He was crying now. Crying for his poor life. Crying for his
loneliness. Crying for all the times he and his wife had tried to have children and were disappointed.
Crying for his wife, whom he was sure he had in some way infected with his lonely way of being despite
her resilience, her ebullience, her loveliness. The crying came on stronger and turned to weeping. He
mourned for himself because he believed no one else would. And even as he mourned, his grief felt
hollow in his heart.
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The tears ran down his cheeks, around the fingers that were pinching his nose, and onto his lips.
He thought that fifteen would be more than enough. He released his nose and stared back into the mirror.
He was preparing to take the last five just to be sure when he noticed that his tongue seemed to have
gained a thin film over it near the back of his mouth. It was not bitter at all, and the taste of his tears was
not salty. The taste was something else. Something unexpected. As he worked his tongue against the
roof of his mouth the flavor became strong (curiously strong?). He looked back into the pill bottle and
plucked out one more white tablet. He rubbed it between his fingers, now slick with sweat and tears. The
powder began to break apart and the smell grew stronger still. He put the pill in his mouth and chewed it,
crunched it, ripped it. Because his teeth were strong enough. Yes, they were. He knew now what the
flavor was. It was peppermint. Andy didn’t think sleeping pills were supposed to taste like peppermint,
but he had never asked. Then, with tears still streaming down his face, Andy’s sobs become something
else. They became, at first, a hesitant chuckle. He opened the medicine cabinet again and began grabbing
and tossing its contents over his shoulder until he put his hand on the item he wanted. The tin of mints.
He shook it. Empty. He held it before his eyes and read.
“ALTOIDS: CURIOUSLY STRONG MINTS.”
Knowledge did not so much flood Andy’s mind as seep into it, slowly and unremittingly. And
along with the knowledge was the most peculiar sensation Andy could remember feeling in a very long
time. It was the sensation of presence. And not only presence, but a special kind of presence you can
only experience after a long period of solitude. It was a slightly embarrassing sensation. Rather like
believing you are alone in your house and singing some song at the top of your lungs only to hear
someone clear his throat in the next room. Andy’s cheeks reddened, and he was struck to find that the
embarrassment he felt was sweet in its way. He felt as though she had caught him out in some typically
impulsive Andy Keating stunt. He was chagrined to be made to feel so foolish, but it was good to be
known well enough to be made foolish at all. He was filled with a warmth that had something to do with
the blood in his face. Something but not everything.
That warmth was like being with her. Just being with her. Before they were married. In her
apartment getting ready to eat dinner or watch a movie. Hearing her phone ring. Listening to her half of
the conversation. He would hear her say she was with him. With him. And they were getting ready to
step out and can I call you later. He’d felt a pride at being there. Being the one she was with instead of
the one she was talking to on the phone. It was a pride at being the one in her presence—being the one to
whom she had chosen to give her presence—that was the exact opposite of a lover’s jealousy. Later he
would be in his car driving home, and that warmth would still be inside him. To Andy, it was a warmth
that was both itself and the warmth of late summer. He’d roll down the windows and turn on the radio.
Some twangy country song would come on, singing of young love and possibilities. He had turned it up.
The song’s banjo rhythm rang out faster and faster, and he let it wash over him along with the evening air.
It would be years until his back would humble him, taking on its new, bowed posture. Years before he
would be almost constantly aware of the ache in his knees. This was the best he could remember feeling.
It had been like running as fast as you could and not getting tired. And he had thought if he could run like
that then maybe, if he could be fast enough, nothing would ever catch him. Now, in his bathroom, that
same warmth welled up in him and he could no longer stand it. So he let it out as a soft, susurrus laughter
that blended indistinguishably with his sobs.
These first low chuckles bloomed into booming peals of laughter, but his tears did not cease. His
tears fed his laughter, nourished it, made it strong. His laughter grew, and became big. Became a sleek,
silvery, mysterious predator. Became like a weapon. With it he laughed at the underside of trees. With it
he laughed at sunsets that stained the earth an unholy orange. With it he laughed at mustard. Mustard!
That was a good one, it really was. And with it he laughed at the Angler fish. He laughed, and as he
laughed he decided that good news had teeth as well. It could bite back hard, and it might bite back last.
Because the good news could be strong too. His tears continued to roll out of his eyes and, from that day
on, any time Andy would cry and taste his tears he would think they tasted just a little like peppermint.
As he laughed he thought that if life were a joke, it was a pretty good one. One he liked. One he got.
Sure, he was the butt of it, but the joke was still funny. In his weeping that was laughter, Andy sank to
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the bathroom floor. And as he wept and laughed there, he wondered if the stranger on the bench would be
at the lake tomorrow evening. Boy, would he have a joke for him.
…
In the still and silent darkness of the night stood the tree. The night breeze sent ripples through
the leaves that Andy had so thought looked like paintings in miniature. Then they were set afire by the
sun. Now they were shrouded in darkness. The breeze blew also through the leaves that would always
live in the shadows, in day or in night. The breeze ran through them both. The night was cloudy, and the
sound of the leaves was the only sound that could be heard. Except that no sound was heard because
there was no one there to hear it. At this late hour, there had never been anyone there to hear it. The tree
stood by a road discovered and rediscovered by people passing on foot, in cars, on bicycles every day.
But a tree you observe in the full daylight is not the same tree you would observe at twilight. And it is
this difference in time that changes all things from moment to moment, hour to hour, aeon to aeon. The
tree at this hour was as yet undiscovered. The breeze that moved the leaves moved the clouds as well.
For minutes at a time the clouds spread across the sky like a veil. The moon and its stolen light hid
behind this veil, and while it did, the tree, all of it—root to branches, trunk to leaves—was dark. Then as
the veil passed over, the moon would peek down at the tree and light it with a silver glow no one had ever
seen. Andy, asleep in his bed, did not see it. Even if he would sometime see the tree at this hour, he
might never see it in this light. If he could have seen it, he might think that even in the darkness the sun
could still touch the tree and play games in its leaves. Or he might have thought no such thing. But the
tree would nevertheless be there. Passing from shadow to light and light to shadow in a rhythm only the
breeze knew.

Josie Roth, “Transparent”
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Freeloading Turkeys
Billy J. Adams

The “driveway” to our house is a one-third-mile road winding through a wooded hillside where
we often see wildlife near or darting across the road. I was not surprised to see a couple of turkeys on the
road, but the tom was blocking the road and threatening our car. I laughed at his comical posturing for a
few minutes then blew the horn. He quickly converted from the threat mode to the flight mode and darted
into the woods with the hen, which ignored the drama, while she searched for food.
I saw him next in the front yard posturing trying to impress the hen trolling the yard for bugs.
She ignored his efforts and spent her time eating whatever she found in the grass. My wife, Faye, mocked
his gobbles, and he answered with a stretched-neck gobble and a puffed-up feather display for her benefit.
A few days later, our daughter Lisa returned from an errand, waved at me, and started walking
toward her house. She stopped and motioned for me to come over. He blocked the path to her house. I
walked nearer him, and he charged toward me a few feet and retreated to his original spot several times.
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Each time he retreated, he worked his way to the corner of the house. When he reached it, he turned and
made an undignified retreat.
He and the hen would appear early each morning outside the window of Faye’s office. He
gobbled and displayed until she walked outside to do her version of his “gobble,” and he gobbled back.
When she talked to him, he listened and answered, sometimes doing his display. The hen ignored both of
them. Faye named him “Fred” and used the name when she talked to him.
A few days later, the hen disappeared for long periods. Fred climbed the steps to our deck and
parked outside the sliding glass door and made a fuss until Faye came over and talked to him. Our two
cats, Sweet William and Petunia, spent a lot of time lying by the door looking at him through the glass.
They were quite taken by Fred, and he seemed aware of them.
Late one evening, Fred and his companion climbed the deck stairs and roosted on the deck rail.
They were still there the next morning. The hen wandered off, but Fred remained.
“I think he’s hungry. What do they eat?” Faye asked.
“Corn, I think.”
“Well, go get some corn,” she said.
De Soto has a feed store on Main Street. When I asked about turkey feed, they recommended
cracked corn. I bought a bag. Back at home, Fred was still on the deck, and I walked outside with a pan
of corn in hand. He retreated to the yard, and I tossed some of the corn toward him. He gobbled it down,
and made noises like chickens eating. It reminded me of chickens eating as I fed them as a boy on the
farm.
By this time, the hen was absent most of the time, and Fred spent his days either on the deck,
displaying, trying to get Faye’s attention, or resting at the windowless end of the house. The hen came to
eat the corn, but she ignored Fred.
The night of the big storm, Fred came up and roosted on the deck. While the rain poured and the
hail beat on the roof, Fred huddled on the rail with his head down. Faye worried that he would be injured,
but he was okay the next morning. He wandered off into the woods for a while, re-appeared on the deck,
and spent most of the day cleaning and oiling his feathers. In the afternoon, another turkey gobble
sounded in the field on the other side of the woods surrounding our house. Fred answered and took off in
that direction. The next day, he reappeared, limping, with his feathers rearranged. He spent a couple of
days resting, and grooming, and eating corn.
Late one afternoon, Faye called, “Come quick, you gotta see this.”
I walked to the window and looked out to the back yard where she pointed. Five young tom
turkeys were strolling across the grass, their heads down, searching for food. Fred was in his usual place
at the side of the house. He wasn’t aware of the new arrivals. They were younger than Fred. Possibly,
they were chicks of the two hens that Fred ran with last summer. Most likely they had been separated
from the hen flock by the older males.
Fred finally noticed the new arrivals, quickly transformed into his threatening mode, puffing up
his feathers, gobbled, and charged them. The new arrivals were unimpressed: They outnumbered him,
five to one. They met Fred in the middle of the yard and attacked Fred, beating with their wings and
pecking at him. None of them, or Fred, had sharp spurs. The battle, mostly a sham, got hot and heavy.
Faye became fearful that Fred, outnumbered, was in for a beating and exclaimed, “Do something!”
I walked outside toward a swirling mass of feathers. The interlopers beat a hasty retreat to the
woods, pursued by Fred. In his mind, he had won the fight. After a lot of milling around in the woods,
the five left. Fred tagged along, still puffing up his feathers. He stayed away until the early next
morning. He made a brief appearance at the bottom of the steps to sound a soft goodbye gobble, by way
of thanks for our hospitality. I assume he joined up with the five young toms.
Fred’s hen showed up most mornings to eat the grain I had been feeding Fred. A couple of days
ago, after she finished eating, she walked toward the woods bordering our front yard, pausing, and
looking back at me. I followed, and she went directly to a cedar brush pile at the edge of the woods and
crept inside. I walked to within five feet of the dead cedar limbs. She sat on her nest. I guess she paid
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attention to Fred. I’m looking forward to seeing her chicks. I think there will be a Fred junior in the
bunch.
About ten days later, one afternoon, as I worked in my office Fred gobbled. I climbed the
basement stairs, and he was on the deck looking into the sliding glass doors with the two cats looking out
at him. I went outside and replenished his food supply, which he ate rapidly, making the “pip—pip”
happy sounds.
Later on that evening, he flew up to the deck rail to roost. Around 8 p.m., another turkey joined
him on the roost. The next morning, Fred restarted his courtship ritual with a hen. Faye asked, “Is it the
same hen?”
“Don’t know, I’ll go and look at the nest.”
At the nest site, broken eggshells and turkey feathers were strewn ten feet around the nest. It
looked like the hen had put up quite a fight.
Fred and the hen stayed together about ten days, roosting on the deck at night. I avoided trying to
find the new nest site. The hen left again and didn’t return to share Fred’s food. Fred hung around about
a month, roosting on the deck, and gobbled at Faye when she talked to him and complained when his food
supply ran out.
Occasionally, other toms would drop by, and Fred was Mr. Nice Guy and shared his food with
them. One Thursday afternoon, May 22, Faye and I were digging flowers for replanting near Fred’s usual
resting place. He became restless. When we ignored him, he wandered off into the woods. I said, “Faye,
Fred just walked into the woods.”
“Really, I’ll see if he answers.”
She did her gobble, and he answered from deep in the woods. We haven’t seen him since.
Ten days later, I was driving up the gravel road to our house and saw a turkey in a small meadow
under a tree. Tiny chicks were around the hen, Fred’s hen. I counted ten small chicks busily eating
insects. I rolled down the window and said hello to the hen. She just glanced in my direction. One of the
chicks stopped eating and started toward the car. The hen called him back and led her chicks into the
nearby woods. I wondered if that chick would be the new Fred.

Josie Roth, “Incomplete”
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“Fostering Hope” and Other Essays
Julie Sieber
Fostering Hope
“You have a little on your nose,” Mom wipes her hands on her apron and then on me, “I don’t
know how you can get so messy!” She laughs and shakes her head. I just smile and go back to
measuring flour—scoop, scrape, sift, scoop, scrape, sift—while she rolls out dough. I sneak a bite of a
fresh gingersnap. I let the bite sit on my tongue and dissolve the flavors that we just expertly put
together. The heat from the cinnamon warms my soul while the scent of ginger tickles my nose. The
molasses reminds me of my southern grandmother’s breakfast table where it was always present. I close
my eyes and reminisce just long enough to get a nudge from my mother. “I can’t make the next batch
without the dry ingredients you have there.” With a smile, I call her a nag and hand over the bowl.
Every holiday season is the same. Mom takes tradition to the extreme. The tree sits in the same
corner and is decorated with the same ornaments that my siblings and I have been bringing home from
school and scouts every year. If a googly eye falls off a clothespin reindeer, she lovingly glues it back in
place before hanging it back on the tree. Christmas cards are always taped around the archway between
the dining room and living room. Bedraggled, decades-old garland is wrapped around the banister with a
big red bow on the newel post. Presents are hidden in the same closets every year and we just pretend to
not know where they are kept. One of my mom’s prized possessions—her collection of Santa figurines
from different countries and time periods—always replace the knickknacks on the shelves around the
living room. The smell of orange and cloves fills the house and imposes itself on anyone who may come
calling. Mornings are filled with cocoa and evenings are filled with Christmas specials from every
generation. My mother and I bake cookies and make candies for packages to be sent to the people who
make our lives a little better throughout the year. There is a list on the fridge—not of gifts, but of
recipients—that usually includes employers, librarians, local companies, friends, and family.
I open the refrigerator for more ingredients as the phone rings. Mom walks over to the wall that
holds an old rotary phone that has been there as long as I can remember. I start opening packages of
butter when I hear my mom say, “Start cleaning up, hon.” I look at her in sheer confusion. We still had
dozens of cookies to go. The expression on her face was one I had never seen before. She finished her
conversation and took off her apron.
“Go get your father. We have to go pick up two little girls.”
Mom and Dad had become foster parents about six months prior. We had housed one little boy
for a while when they were first licensed, but they hadn’t had a call since then. Honestly, I had actually
forgotten they were foster parents. I looked at the calendar. “Mom, it’s December 23rd. Isn’t that a little
close to Christmas?”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean, we’ve only got two days until Christmas. We’ll have family and people over and
there’ll just be these two random kids in all the pictures and people will be asking who they are.”
My mother stares into my eyes. “Think about what you just said. It will be an inconvenience for
us? What about these little girls? They were just taken from their mother and are being put into a
stranger’s home days before a holiday centered around family. They are coming to us with nothing. No
clothes, no toys—nothing. And you are worried about photos that we never look at after we take them?”
I am such a jerk. I can’t even respond so I walk downstairs to let my father know.
*
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When my parents carry them in the door, the little one is sleeping. The older one is holding on to
my mother so tight that Mom’s neck is blotched with red marks. The two little girls cannot be any more
different. The older girl, Alaina, is beautiful. At four years old, she has milky brown skin, large brown
doe eyes and the curls of her African-American father. Rosie is beautiful in her own way with pale skin
with blonde hair and blue eyes. Rosie looks like she is able to walk, but maybe doesn’t talk much yet—
over a year but not quite two. Alaina calls her “the baby” and makes sure she is within her line of sight at
all times.
Mom puts Alaina on the couch and introduces us to the tiny bundle of nerves. I notice she can’t
stop staring at the tree so I ask her if she would like to look at the ornaments with me. She slinks off of
the couch and steps a few steps towards the tree. I slide off my chair and onto the floor in front of the
tree. At eye level is a snowflake that I made out of pipe cleaners and pony beads. I take it off and hand it
to her.
“I made this when I was just a little older than you. Our mom keeps all of our ornaments from
school and puts them on our tree, so a bunch of these were made when I was little like you.”
“How old are you?” There’s a quiver in her voice.
“I’m sixteen now, but I was your age not long ago. My sister,” I point her out, “is only ten.
That’s not a lot older than you.”
My sister waves at her and we pull another ornament off the tree.
“What about those ornaments?” Alaina points under the tree.
I grab a gift. “This?”
She nods.
“This is a present.” I look at the tag. “It’s for my sister’s teacher from my sister. We give gifts
to our teachers each year. I think this is a cup with candy in it.”
She ponders this a bit and goes back to the ornaments. After a few minutes, she asks, “Do you
give gifts to other people?”
“Well, yeah, we give to each other and we write to Santa and ask him for gifts, too. On
Christmas morning, there will be tons of presents under the tree for us.”
*
“Will Santa bring me presents?”
I slowly regain consciousness. “What?”
“Will Santa bring me presents since he brings you presents?”
Well, crap. Has she ever gotten a present from Santa?
“Do you mean because you’re staying with us over Christmas—that you’re at a different house
and if he will know where you are?”
“No. I mean Santa doesn’t come to my house, so maybe I’ll get something since he comes to
yours.”
“Oh, I’m sure you and Rosie will both get presents. Now go to sleep.”
*
What does a four-year-old and a toddler want for Christmas? Mom said they would be happy
with anything and to just make sure it was age-appropriate. Since it is Christmas Eve in a small town, the
pickings are slim. I grab two baby dolls, some puzzles, and coloring books. I walk down all of the aisles
and look for last-minute deals or clearance items. For as late as it is in the season, I am elbow-to-elbow
with shoppers doing the same thing I am. I seriously doubt all of these people just had two children
placed on their doorstep with no Christmas to speak of. Every toy I pick up is way out of the budget I
was given, and I want them to feel like they got as many presents as we did, so I can’t even look at things
just under budget, either. I’m becoming frustrated and angry at their mother. How can someone not give
their kids a Christmas? How can someone love drugs more that their babies? What did she do that made
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a social worker decide that they needed out of their home two days before Christmas? I vow to myself
that they will have an amazing Christmas.
We really don’t have the money to be as elaborate as I would like, but something is better than
nothing. I have a few toys selected for each of the girls, but my shopping list goes on. I move to the
clothing department and find some of what my mom calls “basics”—blue jeans, tees, socks, and
underwear—and toss them in the cart. Last night, Mom had to put them in old shirts for bed and wash
their only outfits to wear again today. Their coats are in pretty rough condition, but Mom says they will
have to do until after the holiday.
I start making a list of what other things I think they will need once we get through this initial
rush of Christmas festivities—more clothes, for sure. I’m sure Mom has a similar list, but I’ve become
attached to Alaina and know some of the things she likes to do. She’s definitely into dolls, princesses and
all things pink. She tells me that her sister is, too, but I don’t think Rosie’s really old enough to form an
opinion on what she likes.
I pay for my impromptu Christmas and head home. Hopefully it’s their naptime and I can get in
the front door and go straight to my parents room to wrap the gifts. When I get home, I see a familiar car
in front of our house—the social worker’s. I wonder if there’s another kid being placed with us and if I’m
going to go back for more presents. I decide to keep the bags in my car, just in case, and go inside.
The social worker and Mom are sitting at the table eating my gingersnaps with coffee.
“Where are the girls?” I toss my purse on the couch as I pass to grab a cookie.
“They’re asleep. We’re waiting for them to wake up before they go.”
“Go?”
“Yes, go. Their grandparents now have custody and want them immediately. They’re on their
way into town so we have a little bit of time before they get here.”
Then I realize that next to my purse are two bags with random items the girls have used in the last
twenty-four hours. That’s all they have to take with them. “What about all of the presents I just bought
them?”
“Well, I offered to wrap them and send them with them, but the grandparents said they’ll wrap
them when they get home.”
“So we’re just going to meet these kids, buy them all of their Christmas presents, then send them
off to their grandparents who haven’t intervened until now?”
The social worker pipes in, “I know it’s hard, but that’s the job of a foster parent. Our first
priority is to keep the family together and luckily in this case it only took a day or so.”
I sigh and offer to move the bags into the trunk of her car. After the last gift is moved, I hop into
my car and drive to the park. I sit and listen to music until I know the girls are gone.
*
I am sitting and holding my son in our favorite chair when I hear my phone ring. I swipe left on
my cell when I see it’s my mother. She’s crying.
“Hey, mom. Mom. Calm down. What’s wrong?”
“Nothing’s wrong, I’m just…” I hear her use her tissue.
“Just breathe. What’s up?”
She starts over. “Do you remember the girls?”
“The who?”
“Those two little girls we had right around Christmas right after we started fostering?”
“Oh yeah...I do! I haven’t thought of them in ages. They’re probably grown up by now. What
makes you think of them?”
“I just ran into them at the store. They were with their mother.”
I sit my son on the floor and stand up to pace. “The druggie? They went back to live with her?”
“The ex-druggie. Apparently losing her daughters on Christmas and her parents not allowing her
to see them until she finished rehab really worked. She’s been clean since then.”
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I stop pacing and sigh. “That’s awesome,” I look at my son, “I’m so happy to hear that.”
“So that’s not even the best part of seeing them again. Alaina is the one who recognized me. She
remembered you, too.”
I start to feel wetness filling my eyes, but I play it off coolly, “That’s nice.”
My mother continues her story about the girls remembering our home, our family, and how
welcome we made them feel. Alaina told her that it was her favorite Christmas because it was her first.
Mom told me that the girls’ mother thanked her for taking care of them and giving them a good example
of what a family can be. She said it made her realize that her daughters deserved more from her.
By this time, I am sitting back in the chair and holding my son as tight as I can. I realized that
again I am taking for granted what I have in my life.
“Well, Mom, I guess the social worker was successful.”
“She was?”
“Well, she said her first priority is to keep the family together and that was accomplished. Just
think of the amount of times when that wasn’t the case.”
*
I still think of the girls around Christmastime every year and it fills my heart with joy. My
mother once asked me if I wanted to get back in contact with them, but I really don’t think it’s necessary.
Their time with me was brief but impactful for both of us. I don’t regret not saying goodbye as much as I
don’t regret knowing them for that small amount of time. Sometimes a day is all you need.

What You Don’t Know
What if he forgot? I mean, he doesn’t even remember to close the garage door sometimes. Maybe
I should call him to find out.
I grab my cellphone from the passenger seat and press the photo of my husband on the screen.
The phone starts ringing and my grip gets tighter on the wheel. Cars are passing me on both sides, but
that’s what I get for driving 50 mph on the interstate.
“Hey, hon, I can’t really talk right now. I have a training in…”
I cut him off. “Did you drop Riley off at school?”
“Uh, yeah. I do every morning.”
“But are you sure you didn’t forget? Are you sure he’s still not in the car?”
“I’m positive.”
“But could you check?” I start to pull over on the side of the highway. I hear my husband get up
from his chair and walk through the office, exchanging niceties and ‘Be right backs’ as he heads for the
parking lot. Looking around, I see I have almost made it to an exit ramp where I could be safer than
where I am now. Unfortunately, my hands are shaking like leaves in a tornado so I’m going nowhere.
“He’s not in there. I’m sending you a picture.”
After an audible sigh, I say, “Okay then. Just checking.” I try to keep it upbeat so he doesn’t
know how bad it has gotten.
He sees right through me. “Where are you?”
“On the highway going to class.”
“Are you driving right now?”
“Well, no, I pulled over to call. Just being safe you know.”
There was a long pause, which I was terrified to break. John finally stated with certainty, “I’m
coming to get you.”
“There’s no need. I’ll sit here until I calm down, then head to class. It’s not a big deal. I promise.
Don’t leave work.”
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That’s all I need. Him to lose his job because he’s always coming to calm me down in the middle
of the day over little silly concerns that aren’t concerns at all. We’d have to sell the house and move in
with my mom. She’d tell me how to raise my son and expect us to help her with her artwork in return for
living there…
I sit in my car for another thirty minutes playing out what my life would be like if John had left
work and lost his job. Then, I take a deep breath, turn the car around and head home. I can’t be around
people today. When I get home, I go straight to my bed and crash. I wake up only when it’s time to pick
up my son from school.
*
You could hear the party a block away. It was like the house itself was bouncing to the beat
within. Laughter and happy cries came from inside.
What am I doing here? I only know the couple-none of their friends. I can’t follow them around
all night.
Walking to the door is more difficult than walking through the sand at a Santa Cruz beach. I keep
wondering why they would invite me, anyway. I don’t like talking to people I don’t know. I would just
sit in the corner and wait for someone to approach me then scare them off with my inability to hold a
conversation.
I lay the housewarming gift—personalized towels, no card—next to the door on a folding chair
and walk back to my car.
*
“Congratulations to our high-scorers this year!” My advisor beams at me and gives me a thumbs
up. Another perfect year. I half-smile back at her.
I’m older than my advisor. People are looking at me, thinking that I’m ridiculous standing up
here with these kids. I didn’t really even try. I didn’t study. I barely did what was expected of me. I
should probably stand toward the back in the photo, since no one is here to see me anyway.
I look around and notice that I know no one else in the auditorium. I have failed once again to
make any lasting relationships that would give me someone to look for in the crowd. My husband and
son are here, but sit by themselves. I have no one to introduce them to after the ceremony.
The crowd applauds and I realize that the speaker has released us all to the great hall for hors
d'oeuvres. I allow the crowd around me to disperse so that I don’t trip anybody or get in anybody’s way.
John and Riley stand by the door, searching for me.
“Can we just go?” I can see the disappointment in my son’s eyes. “Maybe grab a plate for the
road?” He smiles again and I feel a little better.
In the car, as my son munches on his fancy cheeses, my husband asks, “Are you tired?”
“No. Just didn’t want to be in anyone’s way.”
He sighs. “You deserve to be there just like everyone else. You earned it just like everyone
else.”
Then why doesn’t it feel like that?
*
The school building seems to be leering at me. I know I will have to walk in the door. I know I
will have to talk to the secretary and be polite. If I want to graduate, I have to watch a teacher teach a
lesson and present one of my own.
I can do this. I have to do this.
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My feet feel heavy and my heart starts thumping in my throat. I smile and open the door. I fake
excitement and I know the secretary can sense my insincerity. Maybe she will tell the teacher I’m visiting
that I seem like a bitch. God, I hope not. She’ll come to that conclusion on her own soon enough.
What if I mispronounce her name? What if she forgot I was coming? What if she mispronounces
my name? Should I correct her? What if the students stare? What if they say something about me?
The class has already started by the time I reach the door. I hesitate to enter; I’m afraid that my
first impression is already not a great one. I look at the teacher and smile.
Great. She’s really pretty and dressed really nice.
I don’t really understand why that bothers me so much, but it does. The students have this
expectation in a teacher and I may not be able to live up to that.
I sneak into a back corner and hide behind my laptop. The sooner this is over, the better.
*
I did not expect to be selected. I don’t really even know why I applied. But here I am now, with
a twenty-five page research paper in my hand on my way to present my findings. I am shocked that I
actually invited so many people to watch my presentation, but I suppose it will be nice to have people
around me that I know.
I walk into the boardroom. No one is in there. Not a soul. Okay, well I am a little early. Not
even the judges are here yet.
The symposium coordinator walks into the room and looks around.
“Where is everyone?”
I shrug.
“I’ll be right back.”
I start opening my presentation and get ready to speak. You know this stuff, Julie. You’ve taken
an entire semester to research this. This presentation is awesome; it’s funny and informative. Two of the
humanities division professors are keynote speakers, so you’ll have an engaged audience even if no one
else shows.
The coordinator comes back, but not with anyone in tow.
“I’m going to go find you some judges.”
I am totally confused. Shouldn’t they have had people to judge me already lined up? Where are
all of the people I invited? What about the keynote speakers? I’m the first presenter so maybe they’re
just running late.
Two young students walk in.
“The coordinator told us to come in here and judge?” One student says, or maybe asks. I’m not
sure.
I thought I was supposed to have three judges.
“Welcome,” I smile. “I’m supposed to start in a minute or so, but since there’s only the two of
you maybe we should wait.” Please, anybody, just show up.
“Actually, we’re student workers and we have class in about a half hour. Can we start now?”
I am taken aback, but I start my presentation. As I talk, I start really thinking about what has just
happened.
No one showed. No one wants to listen to me, not even the people who have to attend. This is
truly my worst fear come to life.
I can feel my confidence wane. I forget everything that I have prepared and just start reading
from the pages, which have somehow gotten mixed in my preparation. I give up on winning any sort of
prize and just want to get through this hell.
About halfway through the debacle, a woman enters the back of the room. I am relieved that
someone else has shown up. Then, she pulls out an evaluation form—my third judge. I want to
completely give up and just walk out. I finish and don’t even wait to stop and talk to the judges. I feign
having a class that I have to attend.
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*
“Go away!”
“You have to get up. It’s nearly four in the afternoon. You’re still in your pajamas.”
I pull the blanket over my head and roll over. I don’t want to talk. I don’t want to have to think.
I start to cry.
“Why won’t you just go away?” My yells are muffled by the blanket.
“Because this is my bedroom, too. Because I am your husband and you need to be taken care of.”
“I’m not sick.” Not in any way he can care for me.
It’s a struggle to even form words. I don’t want to be mean to him, but it is easier for me to send
him away than have to explain that it is mentally painful for me to think.
“You are sick, and you need help.” He lies in bed and holds me from behind. His arms seem to
weigh a ton and make me shrink away. He rolls over and out of bed. I know he’s hurt, but I can’t
apologize. It is physically impossible for me to form any words, even those.
As he leaves, he calls back over his shoulder, “Your son has been asking for you. If you won’t
get up for me, get up for him.”
Don’t bring him into this. This has nothing to do with him. Does he know that I love him? Does
he know this isn’t his fault? Has John explained that Mommy is sick and needs rest? What if this lasts
for days? What if I never wake up when I fall asleep?
My face is drenched in tears and I curl myself into a ball, swallowed up by my thoughts.
*
“You’ve always been our drama queen,” my mother responds when I tell her that I have been
diagnosed with anxiety and depression. “But you’re not depressed.”
I look at her in shock. She seems to take this as an invitation to keep talking.
“You’re way too happy—jovial, even. You are a hard worker and have lots of friends.
Depressed people don’t have friends. Anxious people aren’t hard workers. You’re just...sensitive.”
I truly don’t know how to respond to her. It took me almost a year after being diagnosed and
medicated to collect enough courage to tell them of my ailment.
“Maybe you should get a second opinion.” She continues talking, but I’ve given up listening.
I’ve heard it all before. As a child, I was a sensitive girl, as a teenager my hormones were flaring up, as a
young adult I was just having trouble finding myself. I know my mom’s excuses because they were my
own.
I realize that maybe she thinks this is somehow her fault—that her parenting led to my diagnosis.
“Mom, you know this is a chemical imbalance, right? This has nothing to do with my
environment.”
“Oh, I know. But I should have taken you seriously.”
Now we’re getting somewhere.
“Why didn’t I take you to the doctor when you were coming home every day in tears? I should
have listened to you instead of ignoring you when you said you couldn’t get out of bed instead of calling
you lazy. I should have…. Oh, I don’t know what I should have done!”
I hold my mother as she cries. I know this is her time to let it out. I’ve had my time and will
have it again. This time, it’s not about me.

A Day in the Life
Every parent has to do it. No parent wants to do it. It is dreaded, lasts forever, and sneaks up on
you. One day, you have a baby—snuggly and loveable—tucked into bed with a fresh diaper and a
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lullaby. The next day you have a toddler with a penchant for taking off every shred of his clothes and
running through the house with unparalleled confidence in his naked form. The baby who once looked at
you for every want and need is now washing his own hair with your thirty-dollar-a-bottle shampoo and
using it in a one to one ratio with his water. The independence you once craved for your child is now a
reality, and you realize that some wishes should not come true. Children are a gift, they say—a miracle,
they say. I would like to meet this “they” and let them know that they must have forgotten the toddler to
preschool years of life.
My son is a four-year-old dictator. His needs and wants are met because he rules with an iron
fist. He reminds me a lot of Henry the VIII because he changes his mind and the rules to meet his whims.
“I want a hot dog.”
“Okay, warmed or cold?”
“Actually, I want a ham sandwich.”
“I thought you wanted a hot dog,” as I hold the plate with the tubed meat product.
“Today is Monday and on Mondays we have ham sandwiches.”
“We have never had ham sandwiches, well ever, because I don’t like ham and don’t buy it. So
we definitely don’t have a day devoted to ham.”
“We do now.”
“Eat your hot dog.”
People who don’t have children of this age laugh at his quips. People who have lived through
this phase either shrug in fear at their own similar memories or empathize with me on the futility of the
conversation.
My child is old enough to sleep in his room throughout the night. He has no fear of the dark and
he has the ability to hold his bladder for the duration of his sleep. However, he does not feel the need to
stay in his own bed for eight to twelve hours. At about 1:30 a.m., he has the sudden urge to bolt upright
in bed from REM and walk into my bedroom. His presence is always known immediately, but he decides
that for me to accept his request to cuddle with Momma, he must crawl around to the far side of the room
to where I am pretending to sleep. A la every monster-under-the-bed story ever written, he slowly
appears inch by inch until he is face to face with me.
“Momma.”
“Mm?”
“It’s cuddle time.”
“Mm.”
He crawls into bed, wraps my arm around me and sleeps until about 3 a.m. when he decides he is
done and slinks to the foot of the bed and out into his room, leaving my room ajar for the morning light to
shine directly into my eyes.
I don’t usually have to wait for the sun to wake me up, though, because the dictator is back by 6
a.m. to let me know that the sun is rising and therefore it is time for his subjects to rise and serve him. He
will crawl back into bed with me and talk to me about his plans for the day.
“I think today will be a stay-at-home day.”
“Today is a school day.”
“Yes, but we’re just learning the letter M and I’m an expert at M. It sounds like this: Mmm.
Monkey, Magic, Marbles. Done.”
“Do you think maybe I want you to go to socialize with people your own age and for me to have
a break?”
“You get breaks all the time.”
“Go get pants on and get ready for school.”
I still don’t really know what he means by “breaks all the time,” but I’d really like to know when
they are and where I can sign up for them. I must be missing them somewhere.
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On the way to school, he explains to me why he prefers ‘White Rabbit’ by Jefferson Airplane to
anything by The Doors. I make a mental note to ask my husband what he listens to in the car. I’m
actually more interested in how he gets to listen to actual music and not whatever the car’s DVD player is
playing. I don’t know any of the words to “White Rabbit,” but I can quote in entirety about three full
Wow Wow Wubbzy movies.
Here’s the kicker with having a child this age: As soon as you drop them off, you miss them
terribly. I think about what he is doing constantly. Are the teachers instructing him in a way in which he
can learn? Are the other kids friendly? Is he being friendly to them? What is it like for there to be a
room full of mini-dictators? Do they have little UN-style meetings? Are there peace treaties? I have this
mental image of Vladimir Putin at age four and place him next to my son, where he impresses on him the
importance of wrestling bears with hand-to-hand combat versus using weapons. Kim Jung Un is on his
other side wondering why story-time isn’t censored and why his image doesn’t replace the Papa Bear or
at least Goldilocks. Okay, so I’m sure it isn’t that bad, but I would still like to have a bird’s-eye view of
the happenings when I’m not around.
When I pick up my son from school, I must wait until he finishes whatever activity he is doing. I
collect his coat, teddy bear, and papers while he puts together the rest of his Lego rocket ship that looks
eerily similar to the Lego dinosaur he made yesterday. If I interject to say that it is time to go, he
malevolently lets me believe that he is just about finished. He is not. Five minutes later, I take the rocket
ship and give it to Muammar Gaddafi to finish while my dictator gets thrown over my shoulder and
proceeds to scream through the hallway.
Once in the car, though, my son is completely fine. There are no teachers, parents, or school
officials to convince of torture, so he sits politely in his car seat and allows me to buckle him up in peace.
I start the car and try to turn on the radio.
“What are you doing?”
“Listening to the radio.”
“But we have a DVD player.”
“Yes, and we have a radio, too.”
“I prefer Wubbzy.”
“I prefer The Eagles”
“This song is boring. Wubbzy, please.”
I turn up the volume. My son turns up the tactics that were banned by the Geneva Convention.
“Wubba Wuuuuubbbbzy! Wubba Wuuuuu-uuuubbbbzy!” (to the tune of ‘Takin’ It Easy’)
You win this round, kid.
When we arrive home, he grabs his teddy and his papers and heads for the front door. I grab the
eight bags of groceries, my keys, cell phone, and gallon of milk. I hear from behind the bags: “Can you
grab the door for me, Mom? My hands are full.” I am glad that my face is hidden from his sight.
When we get inside and I set the grocery bags on the counter, I turn to see my son in his favorite
outfit: his birthday suit. I am completely boggled at how it takes him three tries to put his underwear on
correctly, yet he can go from completely dressed including outerwear to nude in the time it takes me to
put some bags on the table.
“You’re naked.”
“Yep.”
“Why are you naked?”
“I’m more comfortable when I run around naked.”
“Aren’t you cold?”
“No, I’ll just wrap up in your blanket on the couch if I get cold.”
“I’d rather you not have your butt on my blanket.”
“I’d rather be naked.”
This is one battle that I’m choosing not to fight.
My son loves to help me cook. Unfortunately, recipes mean nothing to him. If I ask him to stir,
he stirs once and decides that the job is too menial for him. If I ask him to hand me the salt, he hands me
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the pepper because he feels it will be a better addition. We prepare a chicken breast, two vegetables, and
a sauce. As I make the plates for our family, he informs me that he would rather have Cheerios for
dinner.
“We just made a yummy dinner. Why would you want old Cheerios?”
“You made the food too spicy. Too much pepper.”
“You handed me the pepper and told me to use it!” Mind you, I always act like I’m putting in his
ingredients but rarely do unless I actually need them.
“I’ll have those Cheerios now.”
I make a bowl of Cheerios and a plate for my husband and myself. The dictator eats a bite of
Cheerios then starts grabbing bites off of my plate. After about ten bites, I notice his Cheerios are starting
to get mushy. I slide my plate closer to him, although not enough that it would seem like I notice that he
is actually eating a balanced meal and grab the bowl of Cheerios and finish it off. I hate to see food
wasted, even if it is Cheerios.
“I need a bath.”
“Do you promise to wash yourself and get out when we tell you to?”
“Yep.”
Fast forward to thirty minutes later. My son has dry hair, a dirty face, and a fleet of ships in an
offensive formation facing ten plastic dinosaurs fleeing for their already-extinct lives. I sit down on the
toilet and ask if he has washed.
“Yep.”
“Did you wash your hair?”
“Nope.”
“What about your face?”
“I haven’t got that far.”
“Well, until you are clean, I’m calling a cease fire.”
“You can’t do that! I’m the commander!”
I take a cup and pour water over his head. Do I try to keep the suds out of his eyes? Nope. Am I
gentle with my scrubs? Nope. He may be the commander, but I’m the commander’s Momma.
My son is dry and clothed for bed. He picks out two books for me to read to him in the easy chair
in his bedroom. We turn on the lamp and he climbs onto my lap. Every page, he asks questions. Some I
know the answer, some I don’t, so we talk through what the answer may be. His dictatorship has made
him a wonderful problem-solver. After the first book, he asks to read the same one again. We negotiate
that I will read it one more time then read the second book only once, even if he requests a second
reading. After we finish both books, he requests a story. This is different from a book, he says, because a
story I say aloud from memory. So, I tell him a story—The Three Bears. It’s the same story every night
and I try to trip him up by mixing up the details, but he corrects me and I carry on. Then it’s lights off. I
send him to his bed and I am required to sit in the chair until he falls asleep.
“Momma?”
“Yes?”
“Are you still here?”
“Yes.”
“You won’t leave me, will you?”
“Never.”
And I never will.
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The Ins and Outs of One Semester in Dublin, Ireland
Abigail Crain
To anyone at Missouri Baptist University wondering if you should study abroad, I have two
words for you: DO IT. I say that with the most sincerity. The spring semester of 2016 was one of the
best of my life, and I strongly recommend at least looking into a semester abroad.
I made the decision to study in a foreign country for two reasons. For one thing, I wanted to have
an excuse to live in Ireland for four months, but I also wanted to experience something bigger than myself
while furthering my education. Studying abroad, as I hope you will find out personally, is not so much
about learning in a foreign classroom (although that is a big part of it) as it is finding things out about the
world and yourself, and who God has made you to be.
“In Dublin Fair City”
As a global city, Dublin is unlike anything I’ve experienced before. Walking down the street
daily, I saw people of all cultures and walks of life mingling together; it was fantastic. I have heard that
this was not the case twenty years ago. Today, Dublin is a hotspot for a plethora of people groups.
As for foundational Irish culture, last spring I got to experience not only the St. Patrick’s Day
parade in Dublin, but also the centenary of their 1916 Easter Rising, something of which the Irish are very
proud. The Rising was the beginning of their own war for independence from England. There was so
much information about it that I felt like an expert by the end of my time in the country.

Living Quarters
Now back to my daily life. I lived with a host family, and they were pretty great. There are
certain stipulations that host families have to follow to have a student, so (if you are interested in going
abroad) don’t worry that you will sign up and then get placed in a cramped house with ten people and one
bathroom. CAPA, a global education network, worked with me to make sure I would be happy and
comfortable—even asking questions about whether I preferred pets or not, and when they told me who I
was staying with they sent pictures of the bedroom and bathroom I would use.

Transportation
Public transportation is something that anyone visiting Ireland will have to experience, whether
by choice or not. Most Irish people have no problem walking to work or the store a couple of miles one
direction, not just for exercise but also to save on time sitting in traffic.
When getting around the city of Dublin, if you are not walking, the only issue is the bus system,
because it stops running at around 11:30 p.m. and that definitely cuts down on time with friends in town.
The bus system is also tricky in that it does not run on the dot as we are used to in America — it runs on
“Irish time,” as they say. It could be five minutes early or ten minutes late, and there is never a guarantee
of the exact arrival time to your stop, but once you get the hang of it and use your time wisely — and
remember to hold your hand out so it will stop for you — it’s pretty grand.
CAPA semester students get a monthly bus pass refunded and reloaded, which is a super nice
resource that allows a ton of freedom to travel through the city and gives student discounts at multiple
places. There is also the DART (Dublin Area Rapid Transport) that is good for day trips to coastal towns,
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and there is also a train. The bus pass will either fully cover you for some of the DART trips, or allow
you to have a nice discount. Dublin also has hop-on-hop-off bus tours, as well as various companies that
you can pay to transport you to tour towns in Ireland.

Academic Life
The classes I attended at Griffith College were held only once each per week, and the school had
no classes on Friday—except for a special class on Irish History for international students, which I
happened to take. (Let me also just add that I felt really strange being called an international student! But,
of course, that is what I was). The start times ranged from 9 a.m. to 4 or 5 p.m.
Each class is about three hours long (unless it is worth more credits), but the teachers are so laid
back that many times they let you go early. They also tend to arrive a little after class time but find it rude
if a student shows up too late. One class I took, The History of Art and Photography, had a lecture time
with all of the students, then separate hours for a “tutorial” (a more hands-on time) with groups of the
students.
Almost all Irish classes have very few assignments, but each is weighted heavily. For example,
my Creative Writing class ( definitely my favorite ) had only four assignments, but three were worth 20
percent of my grade and one was worth 40 percent; my participation and attendance impacted the grade as
well.
I also had an internship through CAPA: The Global Education Network at the Ballyroan Library
in South Dublin. The internship has a class to go along with it, which sounds annoying on top of having
to actually work at the internship, but the cultural information I learned was valuable and eye-opening to
me as a young adult and as a human being.
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I quickly found that cultural intelligence is just as important as typical intelligence and emotional
intelligence, and my internship itself was a learning and growing experience. The library was a laidback
environment, as are most workplaces in Ireland, but — as some of you will see if you come to Dublin and
choose to have an internship —the Irish workplace is very different from an American job.
Every instruction to do a task is given indirectly and as non-bossy as possible, and therefore relies
heavily on context. For example, American bosses would typically walk over to their American interns’
desks to tell them to hurry and finish their list of phone calls before lunch; an Irish supervisor would come
by the Irish interns’ desks to ask how their day has been going — and have they had a chance to look over
the list of people they need to ring soon?
An Irish workplace will rarely have a definite, obvious hierarchy of positions, and they avoid at
all costs any appearance of bossiness or arrogance. The Irish people value the quality of coworker
relationships over the quantity of work and are serious about taking full tea and lunch breaks.
There is so much to learn culturally as well as personally when doing an internship that I can’t
stress the value enough. Having an internship in Ireland not only gave me something to put on my
resume, but even greater is that it helped me build interpersonal skills and gave me a higher level of
cultural intelligence that will serve me well in future relationships and settings, work-related or not.

Learning the Culture
Okay, so I’ve talked about the ins-and-outs of school and work, but I think my favorite part about
Ireland was honestly the ability to walk everywhere around town and see all of the little quaint streets and
stores everywhere. Within a thirty-minute walk from Griffith College (which will end up sounding like a
breeze in no time if you study there), you can get to the town center, visit the infamous Trinity College,
pass at least eight coffee shops, and walk by twenty convenience stores.
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Dublin is a global city, which means on a single street there will be not just an Irish pub with
delicious burgers and chips (French fries cut a specific way), but maybe an Asian “takeaway” restaurant
and even the country’s version of Chipotle, called Tolteca. The Temple Bar area, while a hot spot for
tourists due to the pubs and loud nightlife, is being culturally revamped into an area for open markets and
Irish events, and the shops are fantastic.
I made a personal goal to visit as many different coffee shops in the city as possible, and I
definitely achieved that. There are also multiple parks, museums, and historical places to visit—
definitely something for everyone’s tastes. In addition, the island is so close to many other countries that
a weekend trip to Barcelona or Brussels, or a spring break trip to Greece, is definitely within the realm of
possibility.

So now that I have gone on and on about how awesome Dublin is, I hope I have convinced some
of you to look into it; if you do not have the opportunity to study there, I at least recommend visiting at
least once in your life for a few days! Of course, there are various personal struggles that will come along
with leaving the country for four or five months, and homesickness is a definite reality, but the knowledge
and experience I gained from being abroad for a semester will be carried with me for the rest of my life.
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Stopping for a selfie while touring the Wild Atlantic Way
Looking Back One Year Later
It has been a little over a year since I studied abroad, and at this point I’m just thankful for the
insane amount of pictures I took because the experience seems almost like something I dreamed. Of
course, most days I wonder that because life is now moving so quickly, but I truly become so surprised
when I look back to see all that I did while studying in Ireland. Most of the time I try to avoid talking too
much about it, because I never want anyone to get the idea that I am bragging about the experience. I
mean, honestly, I’m still not sure how or why I was able to go with so many things falling into place
(even though there were multiple hoops to jump through; don’t get me wrong).
Last fall, I was able to be an ambassador for CAPA on campus, and I shared in group meetings
and classrooms about my semester abroad. Despite the fact that only about ONE percent of college
students in America study abroad, I hope that number continues to grow and people realize how rich of an
experience they will have. Maybe it was the culture, maybe it was the obsession I had with Ireland since I
was twelve, but I certainly wouldn’t dream of changing a thing. Now all I want to do is save up for the
next trip I’m taking!
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The Road
(flash fiction)
Anna Hughes

Here I sit, staring into the road, trying to muster up the courage to cross it; I am only steps away
now. If only my friends could see me—so brave, so courageous. I hear a car approach.
“Vrooooom,” the roar of the engine startles me. I see the driver single-handedly shift gears in his
red sports car, cigarette in mouth, cell phone in the other hand.
Within seconds he is gone, leaving a trail of dust in his wake. I take one step closer to the road,
gulp, and close my eyes.
“Come on, you can do it” I tell myself. Why am I so scared? It is only a road after all, how
dangerous could it be…
Then, all of a sudden, I open my eyes to the sound of screeching; this time it is not tires I hear. It
is a hawk up above, circling me and sensing my fear. I try not to stare into her black face, for surely then
her fierce, beady eyes will pierce my very soul and that will be the end of me as I know it.
I inch away from the road, trembling and quaking in the fear of the unknown. What will happen
if I cross? Will things change; will it make a difference to my peers; who will see me differently and who
will see me the same? I want to be brave; I need to be brave.
I remember my mother’s words: “Do not let fear rule in your mind. Take heart in the face of
danger or uncertainty; there is great reward for those who take risks.” Hearing her encouraging voice in
my head, I chin up and face the asphalt in front of me. I draw strength from inside and breathe deep.
In and out, in and out, in and out. I can feel my pulse quicken. This is it. This is where I make
my stand. I know the risks. I have weighed all the possible outcomes. I squint to see the other side of the
road in my way; I see greener grass and fairer weather ahead. I will march into this void, ready to
persevere anything that might be thrown my way.
I inhale sharply one last time and step forward. And then another step forward. And then
another. And then another, until suddenly my feet are on the pavement.
I have begun my journey. And just like that, as if on queue, I hear the sound of an engine. My
heart drops, my eyes water, and I begin to panic.
There is no turning back now. I am already here!
What do I do?! After sending up an anxious prayer, I start moving faster. I am halfway there.
The car is almost here now; I hear the hawk screech.
I stretch my body, gasping for air in between my screams
The car swerves to miss me, and I feel it shave my body. I stumble and land face down on the
hot, black road.
I raise my head to examine the damage done to my body. Nothing appears to be cracked and
blood is nowhere to be seen. I am alive!
“I AM ALIVE!” I scream.
I pick myself up and finish my journey.
After stepping off the pavement, I look around to see my fellow turtle friends. They gaze at me
in wonder.
Few have survived the trip across the highway.
They raise their voices in whoops and shouts.
“Make her the clan leader!”
“HOW DID YOU DO IT?!”
“Are you single?!”
I smile to myself, and sigh, “Oh, what a day to be a turtle!”
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Josie Roth, “Contrasting”
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Josie Roth, “Juxtaposing”
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_________________________________________

On Writing
Creatively

“Writing is easy. All you have to do is cross out the wrong words.”
—Mark Twain
“Planning to write is not writing. Outlining, researching, talking to people about what you’re
doing, none of that is writing. Writing is writing.”
—E. L. Doctorow
“The Six Golden Rules of Writing: Read, read, read, and write, write, write.
—Ernest Gaines
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Looking Back, Looking Forward: Story-telling Poetry
Jim Barton
From earliest times, poets have been telling stories—from the wandering minstrels of Europe to
the epic tale-masters who gave us Beowulf, The Iliad and The Odyssey. Today’s poetry scene has strayed
somewhat from that practice, but there are still many examples of poetic story-telling in our modern
world. Poets such as Robert Wrigley, Thomas Lux, Russell Edson, Billy Collins, and Natasha Trethewey
often use their poetry as a vehicle to convey narratives in various forms.
When most people think of story poems, epics such as Evangeline or The Song of Hiawatha come
to mind. But the art of story-telling, as most styles of poetry, can take many forms. Ekphrastics,
vignettes, ballads, prose poems, and even haiku and other Asian forms can be tools for spinning a tale.
Ekphrastic poetry usually involves a poetic interpretation of a famous painting, sculpture or other
work of art, but why not expand it to include photographs, personal drawings, or even picture postcards?
One of my favorite uses of ekphrastics is to tell my personal or family stories using old photos I have
saved. A framed picture of my parents on their wedding day in 1950 led to the poem (surprisingly) titled
“Wedding Photo: My Parents, 1950”:
Wedding Photo: My Parents, 1950
It was always hard for me
to picture these two deep in love.
Oh, I knew they loved each other,
this inseparable team
pulling the plow,
planting us one by one,
caring and nurturing us
each in a special way,
but in love?
Lost in a world of two,
with dream-blinded eyes,
stars aglitter at the edges
of their vision in love?
Their toothy smiles
in the framed wedding picture
gleam like the keys of a harpsichord,
quaint and archaic
as his seersucker suit and
her pill-box hat,
the scene shaded
in tones of smoke,
hues of old stone.
Around them, the photograph’s border,
white and ruffled like lace,
keeps them in place, captured in a time
I could no more grasp
than the perfect, beaming smiles
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of these two young people lost
in love.
This poem is an example of what I call memoiric poetry, that is, poetry that tells not just any
story, but your story, to be handed down to your descendants. I feel strongly that poets have the
responsibility to pay it forward to their future families, to share a part of their past and their present with
future generations. Most of us today will not leave packets of poems tied in ribbon under our beds to be
discovered after we pass. Our work is stored in the cloud, in Word documents, or in password protected
hard drives which may or may not be accessible to our families. We have the calling to not only write
poetry, but to tell our stories, to share Truth as we see it. This may or may not be strict factual truth, but it
should contain bigger Truths.
Poets are collectors at heart. We collect scenes, mind pictures, ideas, events, descriptions, and we
mull them over and over in our minds until we can piece together a strong poem. Great poems are built
on detail and finished out with the tools of our trade: meter, music, meaning, measure and magic. We can
accomplish this in a long poem of several pages or in poems as brief as vignettes or haiku.
Imagine the truth and the Truth behind the following:
Draining the Family Pond
Three favorite lures dangle
from the same gnarled snag—
Granddad’s, Dad’s and mine.
The poem is a modern haiku with a title. Forget for a moment that it breaks all rules of the form—a title,
no mention of season. Think about the untold story in this tiny tale. Why are they draining the pond?
Why are the “three favorite lures” lodged in the same “gnarled snag”? What larger story is being hinted
at in this poem? What is the emotional state of the narrator as he spots the lures? Looking back on this
poem, I realize that the title could be the opening line which would produce a 7-7-5-5 syllabic count, and
a four-line version of the haiku.
Vignettes work much the same way. They flesh out the story a little more, but they are still just a
small portion of a larger tale. I am cursed with wordiness, and I must constantly remind myself to edit,
cut, weed the word garden, and to say only what needs to be said. Because of this verbosity (and
nouniocity, adjectivity, etc.), I particularly enjoy writing against my nature by producing the occasional
short snapshot, or vignette:
Night Watchman
He cups the night
in his hands and sips
the dark brew,
the soft sprinkle of stars
dotting its surface.
The distant calls
of coyote and whip-poor-will
sweeten the drink.
A drop, no, two,
of moonmilk,
and he leans back
sighing,
waiting patiently
for the world
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to turn over
and wake.

Again, this is a story that leaves us with as many questions as answers. Of what is he a night
watchman? Is it his job or is he an insomniac? What happens when the world turns over and wakes?
Could he be a prison executioner? A man contemplating suicide? A lover awaiting his love?
During April each year, in honor of National Poetry Month, I utilize Twitter to post what I call a
daily “Tweeku.” These poems sometimes tell mini-stories, such as my modern haiku.
I also dabble in prose poetry to tell stories. This form has become more popular of late, but has actually
been around since the time of Basho in the seventeenth century. American poets such as Gertrude Stein,
Edgar Allan Poe, and Walt Whitman were practitioners of the form. Today, Russell Edson is the master
of the humorous prose poem, and I highly recommend his work.
I want to share one last poem, a prose poem, which is based on a snippet I read in a newspaper
about a famous mime who died in France several years ago. I took that truth and imagined the further
Truths of what the service might have been like:
At the Funeral of a Mime
Outside on pegs, berets slump, top hats hang dejected. Inside, oversized hankies daub greasepaint
tears, make-believe paper fans conjure up the ghost of a breeze. Silence holds its heavy hand aloft.
Greeters nod and feign handshakes, pretend to hug and hold. Ushers become hushers. Feeling faint,
several in the crowd rise and descend make-believe stairs to grieve alone, outside. Stricken mourners file
past the deceased [he’s in a box]. Mouths tightlipped, eyes glistening, one by one they look at the great
man, still silent, silent and still. In one corner, Giancarlo’s gloved fingers glide musically over the
covered keyboard of the organ. His assistant turns invisible pages on the sheet music with impeccable
timing. Each of the mourners imagines a different song. Above the coffin, a faux-Father quietly blesses
the body, reading to himself the passage on passing like a thief in the night. In the distance, an imaginary
dog whimpers once, twice, then lies still. The needles on the pines outside whisper softly, and the first
drops of an imagined rain begin to fall. Latecomers rush in, make a show of shaking their fake umbrellas,
fussing to stand them perfectly against the wall. Up front, at the coffin, a quiet commotion, a flash and a
thump! The mourners part. Suddenly…a muffled shriek! Francois has stabbed the body with a jeweled
hatpin! Hands flutter to cover open “O’ed” lips. Someone dials 911. Later, downtown and in cuffs,
Francois sobs and hands the detective a note. “I just HAD to be sure; he was SO talented, you know!”
My firm belief is that we, as poets, have to tell stories. We have to tell and share our stories, not
just with the reading public, but with our families and descendants. We are bound by an unwritten code
to tell not just a factual truth, but to spread universal Truths to those who read and share our work. Use
all the tools in your command. Insert poems or snippets of poems in your fiction, nonfiction, and creative
nonfiction. Collect and gather ideas and poetic ammunition wherever and whenever you leave your
protected writing space. Use these tidbits. Write stories that not only show and tell, but that also hint at
and tease with the reader greater stories hidden within and beyond your poem.
As I always tell my reads and listeners: Live. Love. Laugh. Write (and read) poetry.
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Notes on
Contributors

_________________________________________________

“I think we ought to read only the kind of books that wound and stab us.”
—Franz Kafka
“Fairy tales are more than true; not because they tell us that dragons exist, but because they tell
us that dragons can be beaten.”
—G.K. Chesterton
“Write with the door closed. Rewrite with the door open.”
—Stephen King
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Billy J. Adams writes fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. He was ordained to the Gospel Ministry in 1971
and has served churches in Missouri for thirty years. He is currently serving as a chaplain for the Civil
Air Patrol; the CAP chaplain service is part of the USAF chaplain service. His work has appeared in
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Poetry Society (MSPS).
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Mountain: A Journal of Ozarks Studies. He is the author of the story collection Hard Toward Home
(Press 53, 2016), and his poems, stories, and reviews have appeared in a number of periodicals, including
Arkansas Review, Big Muddy, Cantos, Cape Rock, Georgia Review, Harvard Review, and Natural
Bridge. His literary scholarship has appeared in Intégrité, Philological Review, Style, and POMPA:
Publications of the Mississippi Philological Association.
Jo A. Baldwin has a B.A. in English from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM), an M.A. in
Creative Writing from UWM, an M.A. in Speech Theatre from Marquette in Milwaukee, a Ph.D. in
English from UWM, and a Master of Divinity from United Theological Seminary in Dayton, Ohio. She
is an Associate Professor of English and Director of the Writing Center at Mississippi Valley State in Itta
Bena and is the first to author a book on “Tuning,” Seven Signature Sermons by a Tuning Woman
Preacher of the Gospel, a homiletics text published by Edwin Mellen. Her latest published book is Bible
Verses Given To Me: A Memoir by the AMEC Sunday School Union in Nashville.
Matthew R. Bardowell (Ph.D., Saint Louis University) is Assistant Professor of English at Missouri
Baptist University. In addition to his scholarly interests in early medieval literature and the works J.R.R.
Tolkien and C.S. Lewis, he also writes short fiction. He guest-edited the Spring 2017 issue of Intégrité: A
Faith and Learning Journal, a special issue on Christianity and the literature of the Vikings. Born and
raised in South Florida, Bardowell currently resides in St. Louis with his wife and three children.
Jim Barton is President of the National Federation of State Poetry Societies, and the author of four
poetry collections: For the Animals Who Missed the Ark, Music, At the Bird Museum, and Dirty Little
Town. His fifth book and second full-length collection, A Question Before I Go, is upcoming from
Finishing Line Press. Jim has been published nationally in such fine journals as Mississippi Review,
Louisiana Literature, Poetry Motel, The Mid-America Review, and Bear Creek Haiku. He speaks at
conferences and conventions throughout the Midwest and hopes to retire from his job at a large chemical
company in 2019. He lives in the piney-bayou country of L.A. (Lower Arkansas) with his wife of twenty
years and two of their seven children. He may be followed on Twitter (@jnatbob) and Facebook (Jim
Barton) or e-mailed at jbob214@yahoo.com.
Lori Becherer is an artist, poet and life-long resident of southern Illinois. She has received honors for
her poetry in The Wednesday Club of St. Louis and Saturday Writers poetry contests. Her poetry and
haiku have been published in Penumbra, Sugar Mule, Switched-on Gutenberg, Heron’s Nest, and
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Chrysanthemum. She is a coauthor of Orchids in the Cornfield: Collected Writings of the Heartland
Women’s Writers Guild. Lori is employed as a medical coding supervisor for BJC Healthcare.
Gabrielle Copans is a California native living in Illinois with her active duty Air Force husband. She
began writing poetry during a three year assignment in Hungary to capture the richness of her time there.
After Hungary, she moved to Charleston, S.C., and joined the Poetry Society of South Carolina and the
Low Country Creative Writing Forum. Now a member of the St. Louis Poetry Center, she also volunteers
at the library on Scott Air Force Base, dotes on her two cats, and studies poetry and children’s literature.
This is her first time being published.
Abigail Rose Crain grew up in Troy, MO, as the youngest of six children. She is currently a senior
English major with a minor in Psychology, and will graduate with a Writing Certificate from Missouri
Baptist University in May 2017. After graduation, she hopes to continue her education in a graduate
program related to her degree. Aside from her love of writing fiction, Abby enjoys spending time with
her family (including her six nieces and nephews), traveling, baking, tutoring, and working at the oncampus coffee shop. Her study abroad experience at Griffith College in Dublin, Ireland, for the spring
semester of 2016 was one of the best decisions of her life; the unforgettable experience has shaped not
only her life but also her writing.
John J. Dunphy’s haiku and free verse poetry have been published in Frogpond, Modern Haiku, bottle
rockets, Natural Bridge, Untamed Ink, Mid Rivers Review, Pudding, and many other journals. His
chapbooks include Old Soldiers Fading Away (Pudding House, 2006); Stellar Possibilities (Sam’s Dot
Publishing, 2006); and Zen Koanhead (Second Reading Publications, 2008). Dark Nebulae (Sam’s Dot
Publishing, 2009) is a trade paperback of his scifaiku haibun. He owns The Second Reading Book Shop
in Alton, Illinois. Visit John in cyberspace at www.johndunphy.com or look him up on Facebook.
Pat Durmon is the author of Blind Curves (2007), Lights and Shadows in a Nursing Home (2013), and
Push Mountain Road (2015). Poems have been published in Rattle, Main Street Rag, Poetry East,
Cyclamens and Blades, Between the Lines, Lucidity, and other journals. She is the recipient of the Sybil
Nash Abrams Award (2007) and the Merit Award (2013), given by Poets Roundtable of Arkansas.
Durmon is retired from mental health counseling and currently facilitates two groups: Searching for Light
(support group) and Sisters Journey Group (spiritual growth group). She is a native Arkansan and lives in
the Ozarks with her husband. She sees herself as lighter and more joyful after writing a poem.
John J. Han (Ph.D., University of Nebraska-Lincoln) is Professor of English & Creative Writing and
Chair of the Humanities Division at Missouri Baptist University. His recently published books include
Returning Home: Haiku and Other Succinct Poems (2016), Like the Wind, Like the Water: Korean Sijo
(2016), and And Yet, And Yet—: Haiku and Other Poems (2017). Han’s poems have also appeared in
periodicals and anthologies worldwide, including Cave Region Review, Failed Haiku, Frogpond, Kansas
English, The Laurel Review, Modern Haiku, Poetry South, POMPA, The Red Moon Anthology of EnglishLanguage Haiku, Steinbeck Studies, Valley Voices, A Vast Sky: An Anthology of Contemporary World
Haiku, and World Haiku Review.
Mary Kennan Herbert teaches literature and writing courses at Long Island University in Brooklyn,
New York. She is originally from St. Louis, Missouri, the birthplace of many poets. Her poems have
appeared in numerous literary and professional journals, including the Journal of Poetry Therapy, the
Journal of Loss and Trauma, the Journal of Medical Humanities, the Journal of Religion and Health, the
Journal of Religion, Spirituality & Aging, the Journal of Aging, Humanities and the Arts, the Journal of
Social Work in End-of-Life & Palliative Care, the Healing Muse, the Yale Journal of Medical
Humanities, Educational Gerontology, and JAMA, among many others.
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Carol Sue Horstman, a graduate of Washington University in St. Louis, is a sculptor, painter, filmmaker,
photographer, poet, and illustrator. After teaching all of these subjects, as well as music, for forty years,
she retired to become an independent artist pursuing sculpture sites in communities and gallery venues.
Carol exhibits large steel sculptures in public parks and private collections and has constructed a 96pound book of milled steel that has garnered many awards; the pages turn, and the book is called My
Mystery. Carol has been published as a newspaper cartoonist as well as in the NLAPW magazine. She is
a member of the On the Edge poetry group in De Soto, Missouri, which she finds is friendly and
supportive.
Donald W. Horstman has been an artist for sixty-five years and an art educator for forty-seven years.
He holds a bachelor’s degree in art education from Washington University in St. Louis and a master’s
degree in media technology from Webster University in St. Louis. In addition to printmaking and poetry,
Donald specializes in sculpture, film, photography, painting, ceramics, and drawing. He shares a studio
with his wife Carol in their home on beautiful Lake Fond Du Lac located in Fenton, Missouri. Visit
www.art4you.phanfare.com.
Anna Hughes is originally from Benton, Illinois. She moved to St. Louis to attend Missouri Baptist
University in the fall of 2015. As a writer, she draws from the world around her and whatever mess she
finds herself experiencing at the time. For her, writing is both an escape and a pastime; it is the most
intricate of fine arts but at the same time so simple to produce.
Terrie Jacks graduated from the University of Missouri with a B.S. in Education. She has taught school,
substituted, and currently volunteers as a tutor. She has lived in several different states and spent several
years in England. When her two sons were young, she made up stories to tell them. Now her
grandchildren give her inspirations for stories and poems. She has compiled a dozen collections of poems
and stories that she presented to her grandchildren for Christmases and birthdays. Her poems have been
published in Cantos, cattails, Failed Haiku, the MBU chapbook Fireflies’ Light: A Chapbook of Short
Poems, and the OASIS Journal; several stories have appeared in the MBU chapbooks The Right Words: A
Chapbook of Nonfiction and Flash: A Chapbook of Micro Fiction. For three years, she illustrated three
Korean folktales John J. Han writes for The Korean-American Journal.
Raymond Kirk is a pharmacist in Noel, Missouri. After retiring from the military, he continued his
education and began his quest into his current profession at the University of Kansas. Shortly after
graduation, he began his involvement with the music industry. His interest in poetry and song lyrics
became a prolific undertaking. He is currently working toward publication of two separate series of
books.
Emma Kirksey is a sophomore at Southwest Baptist University, where she studies English. She has
been writing stories from an early age and has more recently taken to the succinct beauty of poetry. In
addition to reading and writing, Emma enjoys being a ballet instructor at Springfield Ballet and a tutor at
the university's Writing Center.
Cragon McBride is a Secondary English Education major at Missouri Baptist University. He resides in
Farmington, MO, a quaint micropolitan area 60 miles south of St. Louis. Cragon plays the guitar and is
probably better than you at video games. He enjoys writing car reviews and automotive culture pieces
that are frequently rejected by automotive publications.
Teacher, poet and dreamer, Roselyn Mathews, grew up on a picturesque farm in southern Illinois. The
innate beauty of the rural setting of her childhood still strongly influences her writing. A former high
school English teacher, Roselyn considers herself a perpetual student of life. She founded the Heartland
Women’s Writers Guild in 1998 and co-authored the anthology, Orchids in the Cornfield in 2005.
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Roselyn was awarded first place twice in the Southwestern Illinois College Poetry Contest, and received
an Honorable Mention in the Wednesday Club of St. Louis Original Poetry Contest. Her poetry has been
published in Lipstick, the Tallahassee Writers Association Seven Hills Review, and Cantos.
James Maxfield has taught English composition, creative writing, and other undergraduate English
courses at a number of colleges and universities in Ohio. He is currently completing two books for
publication: A History and Anthology of Folk-Rock Lyricism (a book all about the 1960s) and Poetry in
Mind (a book of insights into the philosophy of writing poetry). Jim’s new book, A Year of the Haiku
Journeying to Moonshadow, was released in 2014.
Ben Moeller-Gaa: See page 25.
Janice Witherspoon Neuleib, Ph.D., has been a professor at Illinois State University for most of her
career. She was the founding director of the learning center and directed the writing programs for a
decade. She has worked with many graduate students on their doctorates in writing and published widely
on writing theory and the teaching of writing. She currently edits the Illinois English Bulletin, the journal
of the Illinois Association of Teachers of English, NCTE’s oldest affiliate. She teaches Bible as
Literature and Religion and Cultures as well as undergraduate and graduate writing courses. Her
dissertation on C. S. Lewis was among the first on this now famous Inkling.
Frank Anthony Priest is Professor of English at Missouri State University-West Plains, where he has
taught composition, literature, and creative writing for the past twenty years. A native of the Ozarks, he
graduated with a B.A. in Writing from Missouri State University in Springfield and an M.F.A. in Writing
from Washington University in St. Louis. He is editor of Yonder Mountain: An Ozarks Anthology
(University of Arkansas Press, 2013).
Josie Roth is a student at Missouri Baptist University, soon to be graduating with a B.S. in Marketing.
She previously studied art, design, and printmaking at Jefferson College. Before this debut in Cantos, her
work appeared in her hometown, Hillsboro, Missouri, where she won three ribbons at the Mastodon
Art/Science Regional Fair: Second Place, Presentation, and Honorable Mention. Her love for drawing
was nurtured by her family and encouraged by her teachers. Outside her drawing hobby, she also actively
writes her own stories and reads continuously in her spare time. She is excited to begin a new chapter in
her life after graduation.
Leslie Scheuler writes creative nonfiction and poetry. She is currently working on her MFA at the
Bluegrass Writers Studio at Eastern Kentucky University. A long-time resident of St. Louis, she has a
Ph.D. in social science research from Washington University in St. Louis and currently works as
researcher and consultant for nonprofit organizations that provide public health services, arts education,
and social services. In the summer of 2017, she studied creative nonfiction with Chanan Tigay and
storytelling with Arthur Flowers at Disquiet International, a residency for writers in Lisbon, Portugal.
Julie Sieber holds a Bachelor of Science in English Education from Missouri Baptist University and an
Associates of the Arts in Teaching with highest honors from Saint Charles Community College. She has
been published in multiple literary reviews and hopes to keep writing in her spare time. She lives with
her husband and son in O’Fallon, Missouri and fills her time with cooking, reading and experiencing all
the St. Louis metropolitan area has to offer with her son. Her next challenge will be continuing her
education with San José State University’s Master of Library and Information Science program while
starting her new career as a high school English teacher.
Harding Stedler graduated in 1976 with his Ph.D. from Florida State University with a major in English
Education. He spent thirty-four years teaching writing classes under the umbrella of the English
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Department and retired from teaching at Shawnee State University in Portsmouth, Ohio, in 1995.
Following retirement, he made Arkansas his retirement home. Stedler has published over 1,000 original
poems in over 300 literary journals. Of the published number, the following poems received Pushcart
nominations: “Six Dozen Flies to Make a Meal,” “Through Aromas of Bubbling Yeast,” and “Poems
from the Deep.”
At age twelve, Marcel Toussaint first published holiday cards he had designed. An award-winning
writer, he has published poetry in dozens of anthologies. Toussaint has read his poetry on NPR and has
been featured in major newspapers and magazines. He represented Saint Louis at the 2011 National
Veteran’s Creative Arts Festival in Fayetteville, Arkansas, with a reading/performance of Shadow under
the Bridge. The poem earned him a National Gold Medal. Remember Me Young, his first anthology, was
published in 1997, and his autobiography Poetry of a Lifetime was published in 2009. Toussaint’s first
novel, Terms of Interment, was published in 2011; further information can be found at
www.nacgpress.com. Reflective Reflection, a collection of poems, will be published in the near future.
Cindy Tebo is a long-time resident of Catawissa, MO. She graduated from Southern New Hampshire
University with a B.A. in English. Her work has previously appeared in journals such as Frogpond,
American Tanka, and Heron’s Nest, as well as other publications.
Crystal Zamarripa was born and raised in Anaheim, California, on January 30, 1995. She is currently
pursuing a Biology degree at Missouri Baptist University and is on a wrestling scholarship. Crystal has
been on a few mission trips to the Dominican Republic and Guatemala, which has influenced her desire to
seek a career in the medical field in the hopes that she can one day work in the missionary field to use her
abilities to help those in need. Her hobbies include reading, writing, and swimming.
John Zheng’s haiku sequences have been or will be published in California Quarterly, Cantos, The
Hurricane Review, The Kerf, Hanging Loose, Poetry East, and Spillway. He is editor of Sonia Sanchez’s
Poetic Spirit through Haiku (Lexington Books, 2017), African American Haiku: Cultural Visions (UP of
Mississippi, 2016), Conversations with Sterling Plumpp (UP of Mississippi, 2016), and The Other World
of Richard Wright: Perspectives on His Haiku (UP of Mississippi, 2011). He teaches at Mississippi
Valley State University where he serves as editor for two literary and scholarly journals: Valley Voices: A
Literary Review and Journal of Ethnic American Literature.
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Cantos:
A Literary and Arts Journal
Submission Guidelines
Cantos, a journal published annually by Missouri Baptist University, welcomes submissions by writers
and visual artists. Send previously unpublished poems, short fiction, excerpts from a novel in progress,
and nonfiction as e-mail attachments (Microsoft Word format) to the editor, John J. Han, at
john.han@mobap.edu by March 15. Send previously unpublished artwork, including haiga (illustrated
haiku), as an e-mail attachment to the editor, John J. Han, at mbujournals@gmail.com by the same date.
Write “Cantos [year]: your name” in the subject line. (For example, “Cantos 2018: Ben Moeller-Gaa”).
We do not accept Google Drive files and do not accept hard-copy materials of any kind; upon arrival,
hard copies will be recycled. Along with your work, submit a 50-150 word author bio written in third
person. Our target publication date is July 15.
Our review time is approximately one month; earlier submissions receive priority consideration. There is
no monetary compensation for contributors. Those who are selected for publication receive one
complimentary copy of the issue in which their work appears. The editorial team evaluates all
submissions for suitability, content, organization, structure, clarity, style, mechanics, and grammar. We
do not consider submissions that include profanity or foul language.
Poetry:
We welcome poems that pay attention to both form and content, that can appeal to a broad range of
educated readers, and that are neither inexplicable nor simplistic. Poems should consist of 40 or fewer
lines; limit up to five poems per submission. Indicate the form used in the poem parenthetically after the
title.
Prose:
We value submissions written in lucid, precise, and concise style. Prose works that contain a number of
grammatical and mechanical mistakes will not be considered. Place serial commas to separate all items in
a list (as in “poetry, short fiction, and nonfiction). Use curved quotes (curly quotes) for quotation marks
and apostrophes: Opening quotation marks should look like 66 (“), closing quotation marks should look
like 99 (”),opening apostrophes should look like 9 (’til), and apostrophes indicating the possessive case
should look like 9 (Emily’s, not Emily's). Periods and commas are placed inside quotation marks (“It is
very simple,” the goblin replied. “I can easily shrink my body and get inside the jar.”). Press the tab key
once for the first line of a new paragraph, and leave two (not one, not three) spaces between sentences.
We prefer MLA (Modern Language Association) style for citation.
Fiction and nonfiction should be fewer than 2,000 words each. We consider up to three works
from each author.
Essays for the section “On Writing Creatively” (2,500-5,000 words each) are normally written
by invitation. However, established writers and poets who wish to provide our readers with
creative writing tips are welcome to contact the editor before submission.
Visual Art:
We consider single images, picture essays, and haiga. Single images should be titled, and images used in
picture essays must be explained within the narrative. We prefer docx for drawings and jpeg for photos.
Currently, we are not seeking cover images.

